
SHRI RUPCHAND PAL (HOOGHLY): Sir, he should be educated on the 

procedure for selection of names.. (Interruptions) 

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN : Will they educate us all the time? 

They are the most educated people. But how do we know? You please 

give your ruling on this. I would just like to know from you as to how it is selected. 

There are so many Members who had given notice on the same subject.  

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: There is no point of order on this.  

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN : Sir, you can reject my point of order, but I would 

like to know as to how it is selected. They want to give out a message that they 

are the people who only are interested on issues like poverty and every other 

such problem in this country and not us. I want your ruling on this.  

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: You can meet the hon. Speaker and he would explain 

to you everything.  

. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Nothing will go on record.  

(Interruptions)* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Not Recorded. 
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DISCUSSION  UNDER RULE 193 
 Price Rise 
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MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: The House will now take up discussion under Rule 

193 regarding price rise. Shri Basu Deb Acharia to initiate the discussion.  

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA (BANKURA): Sir, the issue of price rise is an 

important matter. The lives of poor people and that of the lower middle class 

people are being affected owing to rise in prices of essential commodities. The 

rate of inflation today is 7.35 per cent.  

PROF. RASA SINGH RAWAT (AJMER): Sir, they are responsible for it. 

(Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: No running commentary please. He should be allowed 

to initiate the discussion. I will not accept this.  

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Sir, there has been a sharp increase in the 

Consumer Price Index (CPI) because of the rise in prices of essential 

commodities. There is also a wide variation between the Wholesale Price Index 

and the Consumer Price Index. This has happened primarily because only some 

commodities were included for calculating the rate of inflation in case of the 

Consumer Price Index. But the impact of price has been on a large number of 

commodities like vegetables, food grains, etc. This rise has not happened since 

the day this Government has come to power. What did we find during the NDA 

regime? The prices of foodgrains supplied through the Public Distribution System 

in respect of both BPL and APL were increased enormously. As a result of that,  

the poor people of this country and the people belonging to the lower middle 

class who used to get foodgrains at cheaper and affordable prices had suffered. 

Owing to this policy of the earlier Government, the Public Distribution System 

had virtually been on the verge of a collapse. That is why, the UPA Government, 

in its National Common Minimum Programme, has mentioned about 

strengthening of the Public Distribution System. Unless the Public Distribution 

System is universalised and unless more items are included in the list - our 

demand is that 14 essential commodities should be supplied through the PDS - 

the livelihood of the poorer sections of our society and that of the people 

belonging to the lower middle class, which is already threatened,  cannot be 

saved.  Comment [snb19]: Contd. By a2.e 



Sir, their livelihood which is now threatened cannot be saved.   

There is another adverse effect on the livelihood of the people of our 

country.  Their real wage is getting eroded because of the increase in the input 

cost when there is an increase in the prices of essential commodities.  As a result 

of this, their real income is reduced.  But, they are not compensated, neither in 

the case of private sector nor in the case of public sector, nor in the unorganised 

sector.  There is no such system to compensate the people whose livelihood is 

being affected because of the increase in the prices of essential commodities.  

Some methodology should be evolved so that larger sections whose livelihood is 

affected due to the increase in the prices of essential commodities are 

compensated.  

 Sir, we have the Payment of Wages Act and there is a proposal to amend 

that Act.  My suggestion is that this should be incorporated in the Payment of 

Wages Act if the real wage or earning or income of the people is eroded due to 

the increase in prices of inputs.  There should be some provision for 

compensation.  Otherwise, the livelihood of people is affected.  

 We are seeing that there is an increase in inflation for the last four months 

although there has been deceleration.  But inflation is increasing continuously 

mainly because of the increase in the prices of petroleum products.   

Sir, during the NDA regime, the Administered Price Mechanism was 

dismantled.  It was dismantled during their regime. Though the decision to 

dismantle APM was taken in 1997, it was implemented in 2001-02.  When the 

decision was taken by the United Front Government in 1997, though we used to 

support that Government from outside, we opposed the decision of the 

Government to dismantle the Administered Price Mechanism.  What is 

happening today?  Because of import parity in the prices of petroleum products, 

whenever there is an increase in the international price of crude oil, the domestic 

price of petroleum products is required to be increased.   This was increased 

during the NDA regime.  The prices of all the petroleum products including 

kerosene were increased.  Kerosene oil is used by the poorest section of our 

society. 
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 They increased the price of petrol.  It was doubled.  The price of diesel 

was doubled.  The price of LPG was increased from Rs. 141 to Rs. 235.  It was 

increased by almost Rs. 100 during their regime.  Kerosene which was available 

at Rs. 2.75, was increased to Rs. 9.  Why were the prices of petroleum products 

required to be increased?  That is because the Administered Pricing Mechanism 

was dismantled completely and totally by the earlier Government.  Why are we 

opposing the increase in the price of petroleum products?  We should see 

whether it is required or whether there is any other alternative route available 

which we can follow without increasing the price and without increasing the 

burden on the common people.  Already, during six years of their regime, they 

have put burden on the common people to the extent of about Rs. 35,000 crore.  

The UPA Government has to reduce the burden on the common people.  Instead 

of reducing, if they increase the burden on the common people, we cannot 

support this action of this Government.   

 Dismantling Administered Pricing Mechanism went against the major 

objective of self-reliance, which was meant to protect the larger sections of the 

Indian poor and lower middle class who use kerosene, LPG and public transport.  

What has happened today?  It is because of the increase in the prices of 

petroleum products on 4th of November, that the Ministry of Railways had to 

increase the freight rates by 7.5 per cent.  When there is an increase in the price 

of petroleum products, there is a cascading effect on other commodities and 

services, particularly on the transport which is being used by the common 

people.  I would like to know whether there was a need to dismantle the 

Administrated Pricing Mechanism or not.  What we have seen is that in the year it 

was dismantled, when the import parity was adopted in the year 2001-02, we 

have seen that the public sector oil companies made huge profits.  In the month 

of July and again in the month of August, 2004, when the Government reduced 

excise duty and customs duty, we have seen that the Government's revenue has 

not reduced; rather the Government's revenue has increased by 1.1 billion  

dollars. Comment [r22]: contd. by    C2    



Whenever there is an increase in the price, the Government also gets 

more revenue. Today, the Government of India is getting revenue more than 

Rupees one lakh crore. So, if there is a reduction in the taxes, reduction in the 

cess, what should be done? It was recommended by the Standing Committee not 

once but a number of times that the cess levied on the petroleum products 

should be reduced when such the decision to abolish APM was taken. When the 

decision to abolish the APM was taken, it was also decided to have restructuring 

of taxes. The APM was dismantled but the restructuring of taxes was not done. 

For that, it was stated that a Committee would be constituted for recommending 

restructuring of cess and duties. Neither the Committee was constituted nor has 

any action been taken in regard to restructuring of taxes and duties. It was to be 

reduced by 0.5 per cent.  

 The NDA Government did not initiate any steps towards cushioning the  

adverse impact on the people after the dismantling of APM. They have not done 

it.  When there was an adverse effect on the consumers, adverse effect on the 

people of our country, they did nothing to protect the people from the adverse 

impact of increase in the petroleum prices. 

 About indigenous production, I would say that our requirement of last year 

was 91 million tonnes. We could produce only 30 per cent of our requirement in 

terms of crude.  Gradually, we are depending on the import. About 30 years 

back, we used to import only 30 per cent of our requirements. Today, we are 

importing 70 per cent of our requirement. But we refine hundred per cent in our 

country. Because of the import parity, what is happening? 30 per cent crude we 

are producing here. Although the production cost is much cheaper than the 

import price or international price, although the refining cost is much cheaper - it 

is only 50 paise per litre - we cannot give relief to the people.  In the case of 

public sector companies and in the case of one giant private sector company, it is 

only 33 paise. Because of this policy, I mean the import parity policy, we cannot 

give the people relief because our production cost of 30 per cent crude which we 

are producing in our country is much less than the international price or import 

price. But because of that policy, we cannot give relief to the people. We cannot 



supply the petroleum products at a cheaper cost. As a result of this, the 

companies are earning huge profits. 

 If the profit is shared equally with the common people of our country, the 

Government is not required to increase the price of petroleum products. But 

because of the import parity system being followed, the indigenous production of 

30 per cent is also being sold at international price. 

 During the previous Government's regime, the ONGC increased the cess 

on crude from Rs. 900 per tonne to Rs. 1,800 per tonne and this was done under 

the Oil Industry Development Act, 1974. The money collected from the cess is 

meant for the development of the oil industry. What percentage of the money 

collected out of the cess is being utilised for the development of the oil industry 

now? 

 Sir, the Standing Committee on Petroleum very categorically 

recommended that the cess should not be enhanced because the imposition of 

cess, taxes and duties have a direct impact on the price of petroleum products 

and this puts a burden on the people of our country. On 16th June, soon after this 

Government assumed office, they reduced the ad valorem excise duty rate on 

petrol from 30 per cent to 26 per cent, on diesel they reduced it from 14 per cent 

to 11 per cent and on LPG they reduced it from 16 per cent to eight per cent. 

This was done to neutralise the effect of price increase by oil marketing 

companies on the consumer price of these products. Again, on 18th August, the 

customs duty on both petrol and diesel was brought down from 20 per cent to 15 

per cent, excise duty on petrol was reduced from 26 per cent to 23 per cent and 

on diesel it was brought down from 11 per cent to eight per cent. The net result of 

that is that the average duty payable now stands at the rate of 30 per cent over 

the year as a whole. This should put the revenue received by the Government at 

US $ 9.9 billion or US $ 1.1 billion more, that is, Rs. 5,000 crore, more than what 

was originally expected. 

 There is already an increase in the price of petroleum products and then 

there is an increase in the non-fuel component also. This puts a burden on the 

people of our country. So, if the Government again reduces the quantum of cess 
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and duty, as they did twice in the month of July and August, the increase in the 

price of petroleum products can also be neutralised. 

But that was not done.  There was enough scope in order to give relief to 

the people, in order to reduce the burden on the common people of our country 

because people of our country are already overburdened.  It has impact on all 

the essential commodities.  It has affected the livelihood of the people of our 

country.  The increase in the price of petroleum products directly hits the people 

so the Government could have considered not increasing the prices, rather 

reducing the taxes and duties. 

 There is an urgent need for review of the dismantling of the administered 

price mechanism.  It was decided in 1996.  Prior to the policy of liberalisation, 

which the Government of India adopted in 90s, neither any multinational 

company nor any private company started exploration of oil in our country.  When 

they started it, their demand was to abolish administered price mechanism and 

their demand was to have import parity.  The Government considered their 

demand.  Now, there is a need that the Government should review the decision 

which was taken in 1997 and which was implemented during the NDA regime.  

We should come back to our earlier position to have administered price 

mechanism. 

 The import parity policy has adversely affected the common people of our 

country.  This has eroded the real income of our people because of increase in 

the prices of all essential commodities.  The mandate of the people of our 

country in the last Lok Sabha election was clear and unambiguous.  The people 

of our country rejected their policies, rejected their anti-people, anti-farmer, anti-

working class policy.  The mandate of the people of our country was that there 

should be an alternate policy, a pro-people policy, and a pro-farmer policy.   

 Today, what is the plight of farmers of our country?  You have seen the 

agitation of farmers in Rajasthan.  Six farmers were brutally killed by police and 

State Administration.  Farmers are committing suicide in every State. 

SHRI HARIN PATHAK (AHMEDABAD): What about West Bengal? 
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SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Not in West Bengal.  Not a single farmer 

committed suicide in West Bengal. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE (CALCUTTA SOUTH): But people are dying of 

hunger. 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : There is no hunger, no starvation death. 

 Farmers are committing suicide in Kerala, in Maharashtra, in every State. 

We have to think for the people of our country. 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Basudeb Acharya, first of all you address the Chair. 

Moreover, we have 30 Members yet to speak.  So, I would request you to wind 

up. 

SHRI P.C. THOMAS (MUVATTUPUZHA): Sir, I am on a point of order. 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Under which rule? 

SHRI P.C. THOMAS : Under Rule 376.  The Petroleum Minister should also 

come and sit here.  All the Minister should be here.  Of course, we are very 

happy that the Finance Minister is here.. (Interruptions) 
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MR. DEPUTY-SEPAKER: There is no point of order.  I will not allow it. 

 Shri Acharya, please continue. 

. (Interruptions) 

THE MINISTER OF STATE OF THE MINISTRY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

AND MINISTER OF STATE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF OCEAN 

DEVELOPMENT (SHRI KAPIL SIBAL): The Leader of the Opposition should 

take some more interest in the proceedings of this house.. (Interruptions)  

             (उ न  ) :             , इ                                      

 र         र                                            र      इ      र   

 र    .(      )                    र                 र                       ,     

                 ?  ...(      )    

      ,                        र      .(      )   

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: If I may say so, this is a very very important debate, and 

many of our Ministers are here. The Finance Minister, in fact, is listening very 

intently.  But, I wish the Opposition were to give it the same importance.  The 

Leader of the Opposition seems to be absent on all important Debates in this 

House.  This ought to be noticed. 

SHRI HARIN PATHAK : Leader of the House and the Prime Minister are both 

absent.. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: It is not to be recorded. 

(Interruptions)*  

SHRI KAPIL SIBAL: The Leader of the Opposition is a past master at walk-outs.  

He has made no constructive efforts in carrying the country forward.. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI HARIN PATHAK : UPA Chairperson is absent and the Prime Minister is 

absent.. (Interruptions) 

* Not Recorded



MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Not to be recorded.  Whatever has been said, should 

not be recorded. 

(Interruptions) * 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : In an interview the Petroueum Minister, Shri Mani 

Shankar Aiyar has said, the question was. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY-SEPAKER: Please conclude. 

. (Interruptions) 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : I am the mover of the Motion.  I should get more 

time. 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Your party Members are yet to speak. 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : They have taken my time. 

 The Question was this.  Should the profit of the oil companies be at the 

cost of the consumer?  The Minister replied:. (Interruptions) 

                त (       ) :                ,   र       195              इ      

   र                    193                और                                32 

                             और         32                            ,       

      र            ,                  .(      )   

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: It does not fall under Rule 195. 

                त :        ,      र    र                                     

   र                 32                              र     ,        इ   र   ,      

                       र               ?   र          इ                  र     

                  ,                       इ   र                       ?  

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Firstly, it is not a point of order.  Secondly, we have 

four hours at our disposal for it.  Thirdly, your Party members will certainly speak 

on this important issue. 

                त  :                ,   र                             ?         

195                       र               .(      )   



* Not Recorded 

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I am going to allot time according to the rules of this 

House. 

                त  :       ,          र इ                      .(      )          

      र   र   

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : The answer of the Petroleum Minister was:  

"The heart of my pricing policy is equitable burden and benefit 
sharing.  There is a difference between a consumer and a citizen.  
The consumer has demands backed by money while the citizen 
has felt needs.  The consumer will have occasionally taken a higher 
burden to protect the citizen.  The other times the oil companies will 
have to reduce its profit, and also the Government, which earns 
enormous revenues from oil.  We will have to take the hit by 
lowering its revenues." 

 
15.00 hrs. 
 The next question was, why did the Government hike the prices instead of 

reducing the duties?  He replied: 

"We had pointed out that it was illogical to impose excise duty on 
subsidised products like LPG and kerosene.  We also suggested 
that import duty on crude be slashed.  There should be a balance 
between increasing prices and absolute revenue.  It should be 
adjusted.  But our suggestion was not accepted by the Finance 
Ministry." 

 
 This is the argument.  This is what our Petroleum Minister has said.  This 

is what we are arguing. . (Interruptions) 

MR DEPUTY-SPEAKER: I have given you more than half-an-hour.  Please 

conclude now. 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : This is the concern of millions and millions of 

people in our country, who are already overburdened with the increase in the 

prices of petroleum products, which has cascading effect on the prices of other 

commodities, and their livelihood has been affected.   
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 Sir, we have been demanding the Government to roll back the prices of 

the petroleum products.  If the prices of the petroleum products are rolled back, 

then it will have impact on the prices of other essential commodities.  In order to 

protect the poor and lower middle-class people, the public distribution system 

should be strengthened.  Universalisation of public distribution system should be 

introduced. Also 14 essential commodities should be supplied through public 

distribution system in order to protect the poor and lower middle-class people of 

our country.   

 The administrative price mechanism was dismantled in 2001-02.  We 

demand that the Government should review and restore that mechanism in order 

to protect the interests of the people, in order to have the increased price 

neutralized and the burden on the common people is not increased. 

          



      न      (        ) :             ,      193             र        र      

                और    र                             , 90       इ         

                               ,                        र                  ,         

                 र        

          इ           ,         र                         ,             

                                 और               ,   र                ,    

                         और                               र             र       

  र    र               र                       र    र      ,                    इ  

                                         र  र   और       और            र 

          र र             ,  र            र  और    र      193                

     र    

            र  र   ,                     र            र              

 र र     ,             र     र      इ                                           

                 र     र                       ,      र               ,                

      इ   र  र         6                                 ,          र  र, इ    र  र 

               र         , इ   र                           ,          र         , 

र               र          और   र            6                     र  र         45 

    6                              6                    45                  ,        

     6                    र       र                         6                     , 

        र     र              ,   र 45       , 1947       र 1998      र र       
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     र  र                                    ,                              

   और                         ,                                                 

                                    ,      ,                                , 

        ,  र           र   -र                  45                          और 

                                       र   और  र             र   र         , 

  र   र  र  र         ,       र  र  र                               ,             

   "             र    ,                       "         र                ,     र  र 

               , "              ,                "                          

"                                        " 

             , 6          90    र            , 95    र  र               

         र              -    र                              र                 

        ,         193                    193                       urgent 

public importance               र      ,          र       

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: Mr. Harin Pathak, you should address the Chair and 

not the individual.  

SHRI HARIN PATHAK : He has addressed to the NDA. So, I thought that being a 

good friend of mine, I should at least let him know.  

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER: There is no doubt he will be your friend, but you will 

have to address the Chair.  

      न       :                ,            र  र                                      

6                   ,                  95    र  र                र    र,         

 र         90           इ          र     ,      र                      र  र    6 

                       और                       र, र                        र         
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       इ                                  इ         र             र 50    र  र   

               6                   र  6                                   इ  

       र 8              र 12                  र                             , 

    र                 12              र 8        र   ,              15 

   र  र        और 10    र  र          और                    50    र  र   

           र 60    र  र                        , 2004                    16.7 

                         र  15    र  र      और              र           

     र                       र    ,    75    र  र             र             

                     ,                                  ,                  इ        

 र                                             र         ,                  ,         

              र           र    र             और                  10    15      

       ,              40                600-650                              

        ,       800         ऊ र                              110               

  ,       160                                1 kg    22    24        ,       36 

                 र                           6                                 

और इ  6                          र                                               

                   इ          45                                    इ           

  ,             र  र                   ,             र       इ                 

        र      र  र     1950         र        "             ,               

" र   और    र              र            ,         र               ,  र      र 

    ,          र     ,   र    र    र     ,  र        र          र   र , 1952    1998 



                          ,  र  र                     In the year 1950, 21 crore 

people were living below the poverty line and in the year 1998 when the 

Congress Party left as the Ruling Party, the figure went up to 36 crore. 36  र   

     र    र                            45                               और 

 र           र                                 ,                                 

         र     ,                र     ,  र                 र     ,   र    र 

         र                                                  , 70, 80 और 90    

                       र  र                            र        र  र        

    -                         र                                                        

 र  ,         र                             इ      र     ,                          

              इ   र  र     र           र                             र     

                             र र                र           र          

                र                     , 1970                               ,    

               र                                              इ                 , 

2004                र  र                     र                  र             

      र                                  , 543           145        र                

                                                                            543    

                            र                                             148 

     ,                         543       145    र                          , 

  -   र                    र                                               र  , 

                                   र                                 र     ,     

                     र                                   70              



      इ   र                     , the average inflation rate was 7.4 per cent.  In 

early 1980s when late Shri Rajiv Gandhi was the Prime Minister, the inflation rate 

was 9.1 per cent.   From 1990-98 during the regime of Dr. Manmohan Singh and 

my esteemed learned friend, the present hon. Minister of Finance, Shri P. 

Chidambaram, it reached up to 9.5 per cent.          इ                            

            इ       र     र र     , during 1970 to 1990 in Europe, America and 

Japan where the inflation rate was going down from 8 per cent to 3.4 per cent, it 

was India under the regime of Congress, under the regime of late Shrimati Indira 

Gandhi, late Shri Rajiv Gandhi and Dr. Manmohan Singh, in the month of August, 

1991 it went up to 17 per cent.  

 1991    17       इ       र    र                                 र       

                   ,                    ,                                ,              

     इ         र        ,       ऊ                              ,                 

             र   र                                   र    र     ,              

          र  40          र               र               ,  र           ,   र    र  

                          :          र      1991         .             इ         

            ,                         र           ,                र र           

        और            इ                  र                    ,                 

   और                                       , 1991                इ              

       र   और                                         इ                  र   

                र                  ,  र  र               और       र   ,     -     

                            र                र                             

                            -                    ? 



THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM): Are you saying that 

the NDA did not impose service tax? . (Interruptions) 

SHRI HARIN PATHAK : I am mentioning those items on which there was no 

service tax. . (Interruptions) Mr. Minister, let me complete.  

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Mr. Minister, you will have enough time to reply.  

. (Interruptions) 

      न       :             ,         ,         ,            ,     ,         , 

    र  ,    र र,     , इ    र  ,   र   र  र,                                         

               र     इ      र    र                               .(      )   

  न       न                           (                     त  ) :           

      र र       .(      )   

      न       :                       र र                                           

                                    .(      )   

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : The next speaker is from Congress. Please do not 

interrupt.  

      न       :                                इ                                

           र           र                                  ,     र          

     ,                                                       र                   

       ,                     ,                   ,       ,        और            

             र  र           

       इ       र   र                                  र               इ    

 र          र                                                      इ       र   र   र 

                 र  र                                                 र        

               र             र                                        र          



                          र           र                                            

              र   र  र                 -       र                                  

                           र    इ            र         इ                    

     र                 र र     ,        र                               ,    

      र                 र        र            इ      र                        

                  

                         इ            र            और  र  र           र   

       ,                             र   र                               र    

      र                 इ   र  र                               ,       र            

र       और                ,       र          र    र                           90 

 र         र    90    र  र                         ,           र    र  और  र  र 

            र                   र   ,          र   ,         र   ,                       

           र              र  र    इ            र                     र        

      

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Shri Jai Prakash to speak now.  

. (Interruptions) 

SHRI KHARABELA SWAIN (BALASORE): Sir, hon. Minister Shri Kapil Sibal has 

left. He was listening intently for half-an-hour.  

MR. DEPUTY-SPEAKER : Nothing is to be recorded except the speech of Shri 

Jai Prakash.  

(Interruptions) *  
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*SHRI LONAPPAN NAMBADAN (MUKUNDAPURAM): Honourable Deputy 

Speaker Sir, it is Kerala, which lies at the southernmost end of India that faces 

the most difficulties due to the price rise. Kerala is a consumerist state, which 

imports virtually everything like iron, steel, cement, metal, rice, sugar, wheat, 

stationery goods and vegetables. Due to the inordinate hike in railway freight 

charges and the prices of petroleum products the transport charges and the 

prices of consumer goods have considerably increased in Kerala. The frequent 

hikes in the prices of diesel, petrol and cooking gas have become cumbersome 

for the ordinary people.  
15.37 hrs.   (Shri Balasaheb Vikhe Patil in the Chair)  

The cash crops and the agricultural products of Kerala do not get 

reasonable prices due to the wrong import policy of the Central government and 

the anti-farmer activities of the Kerala government. More than 1200 farmers have 

committed suicide under the burden of debt. Every year the state faces the loss 

of hundreds of lives and crores of rupees due to floods, landslides and drought. 

The state government does not the get the central aid it deserves. The state 

government fails in reporting to the Central government the actual figures of 

suicides and the losses due to natural calamities. The farmers as well as 

agricultural labourers in Kerala are in poverty.   Due to the hike in the tariffs of 

power and water and the rise in the prices of fertilizers and pesticides farming 

has become hugely loss making. Farmers have to pay a higher price for the 

things they purchase and get a much lower price for the products they sell. The 

Public Distribution System of the government has collapsed. Fair price shops are 

being closed. Sufficient quantity of rice, sugar, wheat and kerosene are not 

available. Many ration shop owners have already committed suicide. In the open 

market the prices are escalating. Women are the only cheap things in Kerala. 

The main industry in Kerala is exploitation  

of women and trade of girls. And there is a special minister for that department. 

______________________________________________________________ 

*English Translation of the speech originally delivered  in Malayalam. 



In Kerala law and order and communal harmony are in trouble. Life has 

become unbearable for the public. There is no safety for the life and property of 

the people. Unemployment is too severe. Administration has come to a standstill 

in Kerala. All the traditional industries like coir, cashew nut, handloom, 

handicrafts, clay, toddy tapping and fishing are decaying. The workers of 

plantation estates like rubber, coffee, tea, and cardamom are all in poverty. 

Almost all industries have been locked up. No new industry is coming up. Even 

the existing employees are being dismissed. There are absolutely no new 

employment opportunities. Fishing has stopped in Kerala due to the paucity and 

price rise of kerosene. Lakhs of fishermen in the coastal area are in poverty. Due 

to the frequent hiking of the price of cooking gas the womenfolk are against the 

UPA government. The wrath of women is never good for a government. 

The common people face difficulties in traveling as the fares of bus, auto 

rickshaws and taxies have gone up. Students are at the receiving end of the hike 

in the prices of petroleum products. 

The hiked price of diesel has resulted in higher farming expenditure and 

higher losses.  The expenses to reach the agricultural products to the market 

also have increased. 

 Legislations should be made and enacted for land reforms and 

educational reforms in every state of the country in the model of Kerala. Welfare 

schemes and pension schemes should be formulated and implemented for 

farmers, workers and other weaker sections of the society. Urgent measures 

should be taken to curb unemployment and poverty. Unemployment wages, old 

age pensions and widow pensions should be given to the deserved.  

It is very easy to raise funds by hiking the prices of petroleum products 

and by hiking railway freight charges. There is no need for special ministers at 

the Centre for that purpose. Even officials can do it. The government should think 

about raising funds by collecting the tax arrears from the rich people and 

industrialists and by imposing luxury tax on the rich class. There should be steps 

to curb the increasing corruption in our society. If UPA government follows the 

wrong path of BJP government it is bound to meet the same fate. 



The rise in the prices of petroleum products has caused a lot of misery to 

the ordinary people of the country. In this respect the central government should 

adopt a humanitarian attitude.  The government should save the people by 

reducing the prices of petroleum products and defeat the opposition. 
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SHRIMATI V. RADHIKA SELVI (TIRUCHENDUR): Hon. Chairman, Sir, I am 

representing Tiruchendur constituency which is in the southern tip of India, in 

which the famous Kanyakumari is located. 

 I thank you for giving me this opportunity to participate in this discussion.  I 

am very grateful to my DMK Party which has very good reputation of long 

standing under the able Presidentship of our leader, Dr. Kalaignar Karunanidhi 

without whom I would not have been here. 

 I would like to bring this to the kind notice of the dignified Members of the 

Lok Sabha.  The prices of essential commodities have attained galloping speed 

due to additional tax levied on petroleum products.  Hon. Minister of Petroleum 

and Natural Gas, Thiru Mani Shankar Aiyar stated that fifteen States have 

charged heavy additional tax ranging from 15 per cent to 34 per cent on 

petroleum products.  This has led to the increase in transportation cost. 

 Since the prices of petroleum prices have gone up, transport costs have 

also increased.  This has resulted in the increased prices of essential 

commodities, like vegetables, fruits, pulses and cooking oil, which we use daily.  

The Central Government should direct the State Governments, especially Tamil 

Nadu, to reduce the sales tax immediately, so that the prices of all essential 

commodities could also be reduced. 

 In my constituency, there are plenty of villages in which mostly fishermen 

live.  They live only by fishing.  They use kerosene for their boats.  Now, since 

the price of kerosene is very high, they find it difficult to purchase it.  Without 

kerosene they cannot go for fishing.  This is a very serious problem prevailing in 

my constituency. 

 I humbly request the Government to give subsidy for the purchase of 

kerosene to the fishermen for their boats.  A speedy action is required for this. In 

my constituency, there is a place named Thovalai, which is renowned for flower 

cultivation.  Quite often, there is price fluctuation.  Since it is a perishable 

commodity, they are not able to store them for longer periods.  So, they are 

forced to sell them at a throwaway price very often.  It is high time the Central 

Government should set up cold storage for the benefit of marginal farmers so 



that price fluctuation does not occur in future.  Cold storage is a must for all 

perishable products.  If the Central Government could provide cold storage 

centres in all district headquarters, where they are required, the farmers could be 

benefited.   

 There are many cement manufacturers in Tamil Nadu.  Raw material for 

the production of cement is available around the factories itself. 

 In spite of these facilities that are available, the price of cement is Rs.170 

per bag. Due to high price of cement, construction work has suffered and in turn, 

the masons also suffered. So, suitable preventive measures have to be taken to 

bring down the price of cement.  Only then the construction work will thrive. 

 The Central Government has given importance to manpower and given 

reduction of tax in respect of textile and match factories. I humbly request the 

Central Government to give subsidy to fishermen for the purchase of kerosene. 

Also, proper steps have to be taken to reduce the price of cement. Only then the 

construction work will thrive. I hope and trust that the above matters will be given 

due importance. 

 With these words, I conclude. 
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SHRI K.S. RAO (ELURU): Sir, I rise not to support price rise, but to support the 

steps that have been taken by the hon. Finance Minister as well as the hon. 

Minister of Petroleum. 

 Why I oppose the issue of price rise?  It is because usually the price rise 

sufferers are poor, middle class and lower class people, particularly the 

unorganised people in the villages and the fixed income employees.  It is 

certainly not the rich, industrialists and traders because whatever price rise is 

there, it is incorporated into the price of the product and the society is made to 

pay. 

 It is the duty of the Government to exhaust all means before raising the 

price of any commodity, that is, unless it becomes inevitable and affects the 

economy.  In this particular case in regard to price increase of petroleum 

products, the hon. Minister of Petroleum has already explained that by virtue of 

70 per cent of oil that is being imported, which has become inevitable, and due to 

the abnormal increase in prices in international market, he has absorbed lot of 

price rise and only to the extent where it could not be possible, has increased the 

price to a minimum extent. 

 Sometimes, even though there is a little increase, the traders and 

industrialists take a lot of benefit and in the guise of  that, increase price by 

making extensive publicity in the society. 

They will increase that price and will ultimately put the consumer at loss.  

In this context, I just want to mention some of the things that are going on in the 

parties.  I would like to mention about the manner in which the BJP-led NDA 

Government acted when it was in power; and now when the price has increased, 

how the Congress-led UPA Government is behaving.  I do not mean to say only 

BJP, but generally all the political parties.  When the party is in power, it does not 

try to restrain, or it does not try to do as much as it has to do.  But at the same 

time, those in the Opposition Benches, create so much havoc not only in 

arguments but also create panic in the House, and they stage dharnas etc.  I saw 
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the other day BJP Members staging a walk-out and staging a dharna there.  If 

they were to recollect what they had done at the time they had increased the 

price, they would not have done that much.  I will explain the difference between 

what they have done and what my Government has done.   

A discussion went on on 17th April, 2000 on an Adjournment Motion on the 

price rise.  My leader, Shrimati Sonia Gandhi had participated in the discussion.  

Her Government today had increased the price but inevitable part of it only, that 

too on petroleum.   By whom is petroleum being used?  Petroleum or diesel is 

being used by the rich men.  They may say the effect of that has gone to the 

common man.  But, what is the percentage of the effect on the common man?  

Out of the expenditure that he makes in his regular life, what is the component of 

these products?  What are the essential requirements of a common man?  They 

are food, shelter and clothing.  But not petrol, air-conditioner or refrigerator.. 

(Interruptions)  Now Road Transport Corporation (RTC) is using the diesel.  The 

price will increase and naturally it will have an impact on the common man.  

There, the Government has to do something to see that the common man is not 

affected by the price rise by subsidising the road transport which is being utilised 

by the common man but not entirely.. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Mr. Rao, please address the Chair. 

SHRI K.S. RAO : Now, the BJP-led NDA Government, in 2000,  had increased 

the price of fertiliser by 51 per cent.  Fertiliser is for whom?  It is for the farmers.  

Who are the farmers?  It is the most unfortunate lot which constitutes 75 per cent 

of the economy of the country.  They never bothered about what would be the 

impact on the farmer by increase in the price of not only fertiliser, but also other 

inputs.  While the prices of agro-products - food grains which they are producing 

in the farm - have not been increased, the increase in the price of fertiliser has 

led to a number of suicides by farmers in several parts of the country.   Prices 

increased not in the case of farmers only.  They went further.  They increased the 

price of kerosene oil.  Kerosene oil is used by whom?  It is used by the common 

man.  This Government has not increased the price of kerosene.  How much 

price had they increased?  During their regime, there was an increase of 151 per 



cent in the prices of kerosene.  Who were affected?  The people living below the 

poverty line were affected.  They went further.  They increased the price of 

commodities like foodgrains, wheat, rice, sugar, which is being distributed 

through Public Distribution System.  Who are using the Public Distribution 

System?  It is not being used by the rich people or the middle-class people.  It is 

only being used by the poor people.  They say a number of things; they give long 

lectures in the shape of ethics and morale. 

 By their action in 2000, who had suffered?  The poor people below the 

poverty line had suffered.  I would have appreciated if they were to help the poor 

people by reducing the price of food grains which are supplied through the public 

distribution system.  They did not do that.  But my Government has not increased 

the price of food grains which are being supplied through the public distribution 

system.  What right have they got to criticise my Government?  What morale 

have they got?  I do not understand that. 

 Simply because they are sitting in the Opposition now, they think that it is 

their duty to find fault with the Government which is in power, and because of 

that, they bite.  I do agree that by virtue of their being in Opposition, they can 

criticise the Government wherever it went wrong, when it took a wrong step, and 

wherever its actions have affected the common man and poor people in 

particular.  I have no objection to that.  But today, their criticism appears to be 

only on the basis of their being in the Opposition.  I can understand the 

Communists criticising this Government because they have taken a stand all the 

time.  Though they are supporting this Government from outside, they are 

criticising the Government.  When the NDA Government was in power, they 

criticised them.  When we are in Government, they are criticising us.  I have no 

problem with them.  I cannot criticise them for that but not the BJP. . 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI P.C. THOMAS : They can oppose.  What about the people of India?  Can 

they oppose?  . (Interruptions) 

SHRI K.S. RAO : I give another similar instance that when a discussion was 

going on under Rule 193 on 28th October, 1999, the then Government had 
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increased the price of HSD by 35 per cent and LPG by 30 per cent. They had put 

a burden of Rs. 9,700 crore on the people.  Today, my Government, having 

understood the impact of this, once again reconciled to it and the Finance 

Minister has come forward with several measures by which he has foregone Rs. 

2,850 crore by giving reduction in the customs duty and excise duty.   

 I was patiently listening to what my friend, Shri Harin Pathak was saying.  

He said that the oil prices in the last six months have increased three times.  Do 

you know, Sir, how many times they increased the oil prices in 2002 and 2003?  

In 2002, they increased the oil prices 13 times. . (Interruptions) 

MAJ. GEN. (RETD.) B. C. KHANDURI (GARHWAL): In how many years? 

SHRI K.S. RAO : In only one year, 2002, they increased the oil prices 13 times.  

You can see the record.   

 In 2003, they increased the oil prices 11 times.  They are talking about this 

Government which has just come to power only six months back.  The effect of 

the increase in the first six months was because of them, and not because of the 

present Government.  I can understand if they criticise this Government next year 

but certainly not in the first six months of this Government.   

 Sir, his logic is surprising.  He said that because of reduction in the 

customs duty and excise duty by the Finance Minister, the revenue has gone 

down by Rs. 15,000 crore.  He says that this loss of Rs.15,000 crore revenue has 

become a loss to the poor man.  Suppose we were to increase it, he would have 

said that it is a burden on the poor man. And when we reduced it, then also he 

says that it is a burden on the poor man because of loss of revenue.  What is to 

be done?  Should we keep quiet?  Do we not have to take any action? I can 

understand the reason.  He says that by reducing the excise duty, there was a 

loss of revenue to the extent of Rs. 15,000 crore and it is a loss to the 

Government.  I do not know where from he got the calculation.  He said that by 

decreasing the price of coal, there is Rs.75,000 crore loss of revenue to the 

Government.  And he says that because of the actions of the Government, there 

is Rs. 90,000 crore burden on the people.  He talked about the Economic Survey 

and so many other things.  While mentioning all these things, he said: "Mr. 



Finance Minister, remember that the mandate of the people is not in your favour."  

I ask now, is it in their favour?  It is very clear.  I do not dub that the mandate is in 

favour of Congress but the mandate is clearly against the BJP.  There is no 

doubt about it.  Remember, we have never craved to form the Government.  If 

you recollect, in 1999 when the Congress Party had got more than 200 seats, we 

said, "We do not want to form the Government." 

 We left it to the Opposition. Did you have the capacity to do so? You did 

not, but we have done it. We have proved it. It is not by just speaking and giving 

a lecture either in the House or outside. We have practically implemented it. . 

(Interruptions) We had more than 200 seats at that time. When we got more than 

200 seats, we did not form the Government. So, today, do not speak of any 

mandate for this Government at any time.  

 Similarly, in July 1998 when there was an inflation, the then hon. Finance 

Minister said that 86 per cent of the growth in inflation was due to fruits, 

vegetables and edible oils. Today, once again may I say that he was harping 

very much on inflation? He says inflation is mainly because of vegetables, that 

means, the commodities which are being consumed by the poor man. I agree, 

today, you see, inflation is more on whole sale price index, and not on consumer 

price index. So long as inflation is not on the commodities which are being used 

by the poor man, the common man, we do not need to bother so much. I do not 

support inflation, but sometimes inflation may not be bad as long as there is a 

growth in the economy. If the rate of growth, if the rate of development is 

excellent, a little inflation will not affect the nation at all.  

 Now, for example, if the prices of the foodgrains being produced by a 

farmer in the country were to be increased, there will be no deaths. So, a wage 

earner, a coolie who is working in the village, will not be affected more by the 

increase in the prices of foodgrains than by the increase in the manufactured 

products outside. But they never increased the price of the food commodities 

which are being produced by the farmers. But they have gone to the extent of 

increasing the prices of all the articles which are produced by the manufacturers, 

by the rich people and by the industrialists. Who are the purchasers? If the 
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purchasing power of the farmer were not to go up, how can the economy grow up 

in the country? They do not bother about this. 

 Now, if the prices of petrol were to go up, who will be affected? It is the 

rich man. Then, why are we talking so much? We do agree that all of us have to 

discuss the price rise, but not in the tone in which they are doing it.  

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please conclude. You also mention how much is the increase 

in the prices of foodgrains.  The farmers can be benefited by the increase in the 

prices of agricultural products.  

SHRI K.S. RAO : Today, we have increased the wheat price by Rs.100. They 

had never done it in their tenure. Rs.100 is certainly a substantial amount for the 

farmers. It is a benefit to the farmers. Except giving lecture and participating in 

the discussion, did they ever think of farmers? 

 In this context, I just want to mention some of the things that are 

happening in my State. I just wanted to say this. How do we control the prices of 

the commodities? It has to be only by increasing the production. How do we 

increase the production? It is by increasing the capacities and the skills of the 

citizens of this country. If whatever Bill or Act that we all make in Parliament were 

to motivate an individual, a citizen to work hard, put his sweat and produce 

wealth for this nation, automatically the prices will be controlled. But we are not 

doing  

 

 

this. So, we must see that the maximum amount of budgetary allocation is to be 

made for the development of human resources, more particularly in giving 

vocational education, thereby the capacities of the people and the production will 

increase. Then we can even link up all those lakhs of crores of rupees, which are 

lying in the banks, to all those trained people directly, make them work and 

produce the wealth, which we are not doing.  

 Also, there is another aspect. In Andhra Pradesh, today, my Chief Minister 

is planning to irrigate 65 lakh acres by taking up 26 projects.  Comment [m39]: ctd. by d3 



In this way, the annual production will go up apart from value addition by 

Rs. 40,000 crore.   The TDP, which is in Opposition there like the BJP here in 

Parliament, was creating problems. . (Interruptions)  To begin with, they were 

saying that this Congress Government was not interested in taking up these 

projects and most of the projects which they had promised before elections . 

(Interruptions) 

DR. M. JAGANNATH (NAGAR KURNOOL): We were not creating problems. . 

(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Shri Rao, please conclude now. 

. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Jagannath you are the next speaker.  You are going to get 

the opportunity soon. 

. (Interruptions) 

SHRI K.S. RAO : In Andhra Pradesh, before elections, in the election campaign, 

both the Congress Party as well as the Telugu Desam Party were promising to 

the people that they would construct Polavaram, Pulichintala, Devadula and 

other projects.  I am not saying that the TDP had not promised in the election 

campaign that they would not construct these projects.    

 Now, when our Government was elected and came to power, my Chief 

Minister initiated 26 projects to irrigate 65 lakh acres of land.   They were 

questioning as to where would they get the required money to construct these 

projects.  When it became certain that this Government would procure money to 

execute them, then they were questioning as to where is the permission for 

constructing these projects. If that were to be so, how did they promise during 

their election campaign that they would also construct the same projects, 

knowing fully well that they do not have the permission for constructing these 

projects?  It means, they wanted to cheat the people with false promises.  Now, 

when it has become certain that the Congress Party is going to construct all 

these things, they are doing everything possible to prevent the projects to come 

up. . (Interruptions) 



DR. M. JAGANNATH : What Shri K.S. Rao is saying is not correct.  Please allow 

me to say something. . (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Only the speech of Shri Rao is going in the record and nothing 

else. 

(Interruptions) * 

SHRI K.S. RAO : I appreciate the BJP Government in constituting a Task Force 

to link the rivers in the country and to find out the cost of it.   When my learned 

friend, Shri Suresh Prabhu had assessed in his report that Rs. 5.6 lakh crore are 

required for linking of rivers, then everybody got scared even to speak about that.   

But once again, my Government in Andhra Pradesh has taken the initiative for 

linking the Krishna and Godavari rivers by which not only Andhra Pradesh but 

even Karnataka and Maharashtra would also be benefited.  . (Interruptions). 

 Now, my State Government is constructing several power projects and 

has started giving free power to the farming community.  The Andhra Pradesh 

Government has already decided to allot one lakh acres of irrigable land to the 

Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and the landless poor. 

 So, once again, I request the hon. Ministers of Petroleum and Natural Gas 

and the hon. Minister of Finance to ensure all restraints in raising the prices of 

any  

* Not Recorded 

commodity unless it becomes highly unavoidable. It is because if they were to 

increase the price by rupee one, the traders will take advantage of it and give 

extensive publicity, create a hype and increase the price by Rs. 4/- thereby filling 

their coffers and doing extensive damage to the common man. 

 Sir, with these few words, I support the actions taken by our hon. Ministers 

of Petroleum and Natural Gas,  and Finance.   But still I wish they must take 

some more steps to prevent the price rise. 
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SHRI K.S. RAO : You did not hear. The very first sentence I said was I am 

opposing this price rise. . (Interruptions) That is what I said.  
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DR. M. JAGANNATH : Mr. Chairman, Sir, if the discussion is not concluded 

today, then it can be taken up tomorrow.  I am saying this because it is a very 

serious matter. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Jagannath, kindly cooperate with the Chair.  You can 

speak during your turn for participation in the discussion. 

DR. M. JAGANNATH : Sir, my only submission is that if this discussion is not 

concluded today, then it can be completed tomorrow. . (Interruptions) 
17.05 hrs.    (Shri Devendra Prasad Yadav in the Chair) 
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SHRI B. MAHTAB (CUTTACK): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I stand here to discuss the 

issue of price rise.  

 At the outset, I would congratulate my predecessor Shri Geete for giving 

very pertinent suggestions. He has not only been critical of the situation 

prevailing in the country but also, to ease the tension of the common man, has 

given some suggestions. I think the hon. Minister of Finance will look into them 

and will respond while replying to the debate.  

 A lot of discussion has already been made for the last about two and a 

half hours.  The situation in the country is alarming. It is pinching the common 

man. There is no doubt about that. We are not debating whether actually it is 

affecting the people or not.  Reports have come out looking into the situation 

prevailing in the country.   

 I would like to quote some figures from some of these reports.  These are 

Government reports. The Annual Report of RBI for the year 2003-04 has stated 

that inflation in India generally remained stable during 2003-04 although rising 

commodity prices led to episodes of pressures.  Similarly, agricultural commodity 

prices were subdued due to favourable supply conditions. Yet, this year, - the 

comparison is made in that report - the situation has gone from bad to worse. 

 The Half-Yearly Review, which was released two months back, states 

"Annual inflation measured by point-to-point variations in the Wholesale Price 

Index rose from 4.6 per cent in end March to 8.3 per cent in end August. In these 

circumstances, RBI is bound to revise the projected figures for 2004-05. So, the 

figure has gone beyond eight per cent. 

 The RBI may attribute this inflationary trend to deficient monsoon, 

increase in international crude price but the fact remains that within six months of 

the UPA Government, the Government has destructed the growth momentum of 

the nation generated by Shri Vajpayee-lead NDA Government.  India's current 

inflation rate is the highest among the emerging economies of the world.  Interest 

rates, which were normalised during the NDA rule, have risen due to selective 

manipulations.  Sectors like housing,  automobiles,  construction and 

manufacturing are suffering today.  There has been a deceleration in the 
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performance of these key infrastructure sectors during September this year.  

Government data indicates growth in production of finished  steel came down to 

three per cent between April and September, 2004 as against 11.9 per cent 

during the first half of the previous year. The cement sector also slowed down to 

4.8 per cent.  These are all consumable goods. 

Similarly, the foreign exchange, which had tripled during the last six years 

of NDA rule, has reached a stagnation point.  These are indicators.  The recent 

upward movement in Consumer Price Index about which the initiator of this 

discussion, Shri Basu Deb Acharia mentioned the Consumer Price Index for 

industrial workers, that is also an indicator, largely reflects rise in price of food 

articles.  I would refer to Shri Rao's statement which he has made here.  Let us 

see rise in price of food articles, particularly fruits and vegetables, tea and coffee.  

Who uses these articles?  You can delete fruit but who uses vegetables?  Who 

uses tea? Who uses coffee?  The rise in consumer prices in the rural areas has 

been stronger than that of the urban areas.  Reports are there within the last 15 

years. Umpteen number of reports have come out indicated that large consumers 

are there in rural areas in comparison to urban areas.  At least, we should not 

live in amake belief world that it is the urban growth centres which has the largest  

market for consumable goods.  That is not so today.  

Higher inflation in the current fiscal year largely reflects rise in prices of  

fuel groups and manufactured groups.  Manufactured goods recorded 6.6 per 

cent year -on - year rise in Wholesale Price Index during April-September, 2004 

as compared to 5.1 per cent in the same period of 2003. Basic metal alloys and 

metal products and textiles have been largely responsible for the upward rise in 

WPI of manufacturing goods in the current fiscal year.   

Textile  items are the second largest group of manufactured products 

whose prices have risen in the current fiscal year. Prices of manufactured food 

products have gone up by 5.5 per cent during April-September, 2004 on top of 

the 8.5 per cent during the corresponding period of 2003. These are bare facts.  

This rise is mainly due to 16 per cent increase in the prices of sugar, Khandsari 



and gur.  Besides sugar, manufacture of common salt -                     -  

tea and coffee also saw double digit rises in prices.  

I go to the market. Many Members of this House are also visiting the 

market and purchasing their consumable products. During the last six months, 

we have all been affected. We have cut down our consumption to meet the 

demand. We all  know how much we are concerned about the aam admi during 

the last six months! We all   know about the 'common man' as a reader of the 

Times of India. We find that 'common man' in Shri R.K. Laxman's cartoon. What 

is his version? What has he been saying during the last one month or two 

months or since September last? I would request both the learned Ministers who 

are present here today -- I am referring to the Minister for Petroleum and also the 

Minister of Finance - to go through and find out how  that 'common man' of the 

Times of India, has reacted.  

 Of course, how can the comrades be silent when the 'common man' is 

being talked about? They have thundered: "The UPA Government cannot last a 

day without their support.  And, therefore, they have to hear, they have to bear 

and they have to follow." This is their statement. I do not know what they are 

hearing; how much they are bearing; and what they are following. But history has 

confirmed that Communists are experts in ruining the economy. I have heard with 

rapt attention that day when a reply was being given during Question Hour or 

after that, and I will definitely keep it for my future reference which Shri Aiyar had 

given. I would now quote what another learned Member Shri Gurudas Dasgupta 

has quoted in Kolkata. He has thundered: "If the UPA Government did not 

consider a roll back in the price of diesel and LPG, the CPI's labour union, the All 

India Trade Union Congress will launch a campaign to counter the UPA's anti-

people politics." He has also added, "Alternatively, measures such as - that is a 

suggestion - reduction in customs and sales tax rates and increase in IT rates 

should be applicable for corporate and rich people to compensate the loss in 

revenue." This is his suggestion. We are eagerly awaiting, I think, next week, 

how much the roll back will be, if at all it is going to be, and how much 
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adjustment, in the Supplementary Budget, the hon. Finance Minister is going to 

make. 

 But, in the meanwhile, the Finance Minister has very kindly sacrificed - the 

word which has been used - Rs.2,500 crore in customs and excise duty cuts on 

petroleum products to contain the price rise, specially Rs.350 crore of import duty 

cut on steel and scrap. It is expected to have the price control measure which will 

cross around Rs.3,500 crore. 

 But what is happening in the market today?  Last week, I had gone with 

my children to a market, which is frequented by some Members of this House, 

and I found that the packaged food products do not contain the same amount, 

the same weightage  that it had six months earlier.  The gramage of products  

pack have been reduced with price remaining the same.  The traders, especially 

the Indian traders are very innovative.  I do not know whether the Government is 

looking into this aspect or not.  Of course, in some respect, the State 

Governments will be responsible for this. The Weights and Measures 

Department will be responsible for this. But this is having a psychological impact 

on the children also who go out to the market. 

 Sir, here, I have the National Common Minimum Programme of the UPA 

Government.  It comprises of around 57 pages. This is supposed to be the Bible, 

the Gita, the Quran on which this Government is functioning with the advice and 

the guidance of the Left Front. Page 43 of the NCMP mentions about the Fiscal 

Policy and the Economic Reforms.  It is the seventh item.  It says: "Effective and 

strong measures to control the price rise of essential commodities."  This is the 

Bible; this is the Gita; and this is the Quran of the UPA Government. But what 

has happened and what is happening? 

MR. CHAIRMAN :  Mr. Mahtab, please come to the main points and conclude.  

There  are 33 Members who had given names to speak on the discussion.  Only 

12 Members have spoken so far, and 21 Members are still remaining to 

participate.  Time at our disposal is very less.                                    

                  र          
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...(      ) 

SHRI B. MAHTAB :  Sir, my previous speaker has very rightly mentioned about 

the 70 per cent of the people. (Interruptions) 

     त        :                        र                                इ    , 

                                                      ,              र         

                                               र      ? 

...(      ) 

SHRI B. MAHTAB : Sir, we will abide by that decision provided everybody 

agrees.. (Interruptions) 

     त        :                                र                            र  

           

 ...(      ) 

SHRI B. MAHTAB : Right Sir, 

India has a bigger middle class which varies between 30 crore and 35 

crore.  This middle class is one of the largest middle class of any country in this 

world.  This middle class is a vocal middle class unlike other democratic 

countries.  They are educated, professionals, emerging from the rank, smart, 

innovative, enterprising and hard working.  Many of them are honest, thoughtful, 

compassionate, sensitive, socially responsible and politically correct.  But this 

Government has betrayed them.  It has also betrayed the poor. 

 Kerosene is in short supply.  Gas, petrol and diesel  prices have gone up 

despite scaling down of crude  in the international market.  This is the situation 

today. 

 Sir, I would like to know from the Government that what concrete steps 

are being taken to contain the price rise.  We have been hearing about the price 

rise  since our college days, since the early Sixties, and the price rise is a 

phenomenon which occurs year after year continue unabated. Comment [k44]: ctd by n3.e 



But during the six years of NDA rule, that effect or that impact was not felt. 

This is the reaction of the common people. But here within six months now, 

people feel betrayed. So, please assure us and convince us by telling what steps 

are being taken in this regard. 
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KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE (CALCUTTA SOUTH): Thank you very much for 

giving me this opportunity to speak.  I rise to protest against the price hike, which 

is irreparable, unprecedented and uncalled for. 

 I am really shocked to see such a price hike.  I am not making any 

personal allegation or attacking any particular individual but we have generally 

seen that before elections the political parties think people as the essential 

commodities and after the elections are over they think them as saleable 

commodities.  I would like to say that they are not the saleable commodities but 

the essential commodities and the political parties are not the essential 

commodities.  The matter is so shocking that I gave a notice to discuss it under 

Rule 184 so that we could discuss it seriously.  It is very unfortunate that we are 

discussing it today under Rule 193.  What will be the fate of this discussion?  It 

will end only in a discussion after which we will get an ordinary reply from the 

Minister.  The Government is under no compulsion or obligation to accept it.  I do 

not think merely discussing the issue will lead to a solution. 

 We are grateful that the Finance Minister, the Minister of Petroleum and 

other Ministers are sitting here.  When I was the Railway Minister in the NDA 

Government, even at that time the LPG price was hiked, I tendered my 

resignation on that.  I told the then Prime Minister that we could not tolerate this 

because we would have to ultimately go to the people.  Our Constitution says 

that it is the Government of the people, by the people and for the people.  Atal ji 

was kind enough to consider our demand.  Even you were in the NDA at that 

time and you also criticised the then Government.  I remember even some of the 

BJP friends also criticised the hike.  Everybody wanted that the Government 

should roll back and consider the issue favourably. 

 We should not take the issue as political.  Today your Party is in power 

and tomorrow some other Party may be in power.  We should follow some ethics.  

If today we are not discussing the matter under Rule 184, I do not accuse the 

Government for it.  I accuse my Leftist friends for this.  Why did they accept to 

have a discussion on the matter under Rule 193 and not under Rule 184? Comment [R45]: Cd. By 'p3' 



 In that event we could have found an opportunity to find out whether my 

friends from the Left were defending the Government on this issue or were 

criticising them. The outcome of a discussion under Rule 193 is `zero'. How will 

they become a `hero'? They would not be able to become `heroes'. Inside the 

Chamber here a discussion has been allowed under Rule 193 and outside the 

Chamber they are going for `chakka bandh'!                                     

                What they are doing here is hypocrisy and double standard.  

Sir, I think, we should be honest in our approach on this issue. No 

Member, irrespective of which party he/she belongs to, is happy about price hike 

of essential commodities. Everybody feels that the common people should get 

justice. A person who goes to the market everyday told me that one day he went 

to the market with his children and asked --                      ?                  

                                         र                                  र 

      र र                                    र                        र    

              र  र                                     इ                    

            the Government must re-consider this issue. The Government must sit 

together and prepare a blueprint in the matter in order that the common people of 

this country are not put to hardship.  

Sir, when we talk of economic reforms and globalisation, the views of only 

one per cent of the total population are taken into consideration and the views of 

the rest of the 99 per cent of the population - they may be villagers, common 

people, middle class people, people from the salaried class,  or the poor people - 

are not considered. (Interruptions) Mr. Minister, I am from a very common 

background and so you may criticise me. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please address the Chair. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : Mr. Minister, you can do that because you are 

from Harvard and I am from the grassroot level.  

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I have said nothing about you.  



KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : You have to accept it from your heart and not 

politically.  

 Sir, there is no value of this discussion under Rule 193. The price of LPG 

has been hiked thrice. The NDA Government is not in power at the Centre today. 

When they were in power they also had raised it but this Government, within a 

span of just six months, have raised it by 40 per cent. The prices of LPG, petrol, 

coal, cement and even freight rates of the Railways, to earn a revenue to the 

tune of about Rs. 400 crore, have been increased. Coal is an essential 

commodity but it has been excluded from the list of essential commodities. Coal 

earlier was there in the list of essential commodities. Coal prices have been 

hiked. Even the price of kerosene has been hiked. Where would the common 

people go? There has been a hike even in consumption of electricity.  

 Sir, take for example potato. Now, a variety of vegetables are flooding the 

market. There are two to three types of potatoes. The lowest quality of potato 

today in the market costs Rs. 8/- per kilogram. This is the position when there are 

vegetables available in the market. What would be the price of potato when the 

production and supply of vegetables would be less in the market? Lady's Finger 

costs Rs. 30/- per kilogram. Brinjal costs about Rs. 15-20 per kilogram. Even 

edible oil costs more today. Where would the common people go?  

You said  that the State Governments should give some relief to the 

people by way of taxation, sales tax, etc.  In  my State, for your information I may 

tell you that there is a price difference of Rs. 17 to Rs. 25 as far as LPG is 

concerned.   The price of domestic gas is about Rs. 280 or Rs. 285 in Chennai or 

in Mumbai or in Delhi.  But in my State, the price is more.  It is more by about 

Rs.25 as compared to Delhi and Mumbai.  Please look into this matter.   When 

the Central Government is increasing prices on one part and getting more taxes 

from the people from another part, where will the common man go?  I think the 

Government must sit with the State Government and prepare a blue print so that 

the common people may not be harmed and they shall at least live peacefully.  

 You know the state of salaried people.  Their salary has not been 

increased.  The Central Government has got many programmes for the poor 
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people.  From the time of Shrimati Indira Gandhi, there have been many rural 

development programmes like the Food for Work Programme, Pradhan Mantri 

Gramin Sadak Yojana, Jawahar Rozgar Yojana and other programmes.  But 

money is not reaching the people.  The money which the Central Government is 

sending to the State Government is not reaching the people.  This money is 

diverted for other purposes.  This money is not utilised. Members belonging to 

different States may speak in detail about their own respective States.  I cannot 

say about other States.  I can say only about my State.   

There is a tea garden in my State called the Jalpaiguri Duar Tea Garden 

where more than one thousand people died.  Poverty is prevailing there.  In 

districts like Belpahadi, Amlasol, Midnapore, Bagmundi Purulia, Cooch Behar, 

South Dinajpur and Jalpaiguri, people are suffering due to hunger.  Starvation 

like situation is increasing like anything.  That is why, I am appealing to you on 

this issue.  Please do not take it lightly or do not take it that we are saying it just 

like that.  We are saying this for the benefit of the people.   Please consider the 

prices of petroleum products like LPG, kerosene, diesel, etc.  Diesel is used in 

the tractors.  If you increase the price of diesel, then it will affect other areas also.  

That is why, I request you to please see that there is a monitoring system and 

there should be some sort of a check and balance.  Prices are different in 

different markets.  There is no control and no monitoring system and there is no 

system of check and balance.  You may think that CPI(M) will balance your 

Government.  They will check you sometimes but will not balance you.  And 

when there is a need or a difficulty for you, they will be the first persons to 

withdraw their support because we know their game very well. Hence please do 

not take any risk or unnecessary burden to satisfy them.  You should satisfy the 

people of this country.. (Interruptions) 

SHRI SUDHANGSHU SEAL (CALCUTTA-NORTH WEST):  Do not give advice. 

(Interruptions) 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE :  I am not giving you advice.  You are clever 

people.. (Interruptions)  Sir, they are always clever people.  They play double 

game and always mislead and misguide people.  They have started playing the 



game.  When the Planning Commission was set up, they had their own people in 

it.. (Interruptions) We are not responsible for this.  We may continue in the 

Opposition.  But we would not disturb the Government.  When we were 

supporting the NDA Government and when we found any problem for the people, 

we raised the issue to the Government.  Sir, they are not doing so.  They are just 

pushing the people towards the PMO and other places... (Interruptions) That is 

why, I have an appeal to make to you.  Please do not trust the Leftists.  They are 

opportunists.  Leftists will always misguide you, mislead you and disturb you, and 

the result will be zero.  . (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN :  Madam, please conclude. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE :  Sir, why should they disturb me when I did not 

disturb them when they were speaking? 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Madam, you have already taken ten minutes' time. 

. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, please take your seat. 

. (Interruptions) 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record. 

(Interruptions)*  

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : It is null and void.  It is absolutely wrong. . 

(Interruptions) The Corporation has already replied. . (Interruptions)  You do not 

know the details. . (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Madam, please address the Chair and conclude your speech. 

. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record.  Please take your seat. 

(Interruptions)* 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : Sir, I think I have raised right points.  That is 

why they are angry.  You are angry.  But do not make the people hungry.   

MR. CHAIRMAN: Madam, please conclude. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE  : With these words, I request the Government to 

please re-consider the price hike which is the demand of the people.  People 

want that.  You should re-consider this decision as it is people's demand.  It is not 

a matter of sentiments, like we are going for roll back.  If you do not roll back, 

then it will be rolled gold.  They are the rolled gold.  They will sell you like 

anything.  With these words I thank you very much for giving me this opportunity.  

But at the same time I would plead for the people that the Government should re-

consider the price hike and please see that common people are not made to 

suffer because of the decision of the Government.  You please set up a 

monitoring system.  You please prepare a blue print so that common people get 

their livelihood.  With these words I thank you very much. . (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No interruption.  I am not allowing you. 

. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No cross talks please. 

. (Interruptions) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

  * Not Recorded 
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PROF. M. RAMADASS (PONDICHERRY):  Mr. Chairman, Sir, I thank you for  

the opportunity given to me to participate in this very momentous discussion 

affecting the breadth and width of the country.   There can be no two opinion on 

the fact that the country today is experiencing price rise. But there is a difference 

of opinion on the perception of  price rise. People say that it is alarming, it is 

unprecedented, it is skyrocketing and it is galloping. But in my view, price rise is 

there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Prof. Ramadass, just sit down for a minute. 
18.00 hrs. 

     त         :Prof. Ramadass, just sit down for a minute. 

           र     ,                       और             ?               

                   , इ                        और                

   र                                                  र               

     र    ,                                               7.00            

                      

PROF. M. RAMADASS : Therefore, Mr. Chairman, there is only a difference in 

the perception of the problem of price rise in the country today. I feel that the 

price rise is of creeping nature rather than of galloping nature and one should not 

feel very much alarmed about it. This is because most of the developments that 

have led to the recent price rise in the country are beyond our control and most 

of the factors are international factors and imported factors that have come to the 

country. 

 So, while criticising the present Government, one should always take into 

account the compelling reasons causing price rise in the country. Price rise in 

this country has been a pervasive phenomenon ever since 1956 when we went 

in for large scale deficit financing in this country; whether this Government was 

there or that Government was there, price rise was inescapable for a developing 

country like India and that has been proved beyond doubt. Therefore, what we 



should look at are the remedies rather than harping upon the political aspects of 

it. I fully agree with Kumari Mamta Banerjee that there is no political question 

involved in this. There are more of economic happenings and events that have 

contributed to the price rise. 

 Sir, if you look at the recent price rise in the country, in my view, there are  

four important factors which must be tackled by the Government today. 

 The first factor is the unprecedented rise in the prices of petroleum 

products in the international market. 

 The second is the rise in prices of a number of commodities at the 

international level, which we are importing, into this country. This is another 

factor, which no Member has realised. There is a commodity price index 

constructed for the global level. This shows that the prices were up by 8.8 per 

cent in the current period and this has got a cascading effect on the Indian 

economy, which is importing these commodities. 

 The third important factor is that there has been less than the expected 

growth on the agricultural front. 

 The fourth important reason is that the UPA Government has now 

undertaken a number of expansionary activities for the benefit of the growth of 

the country. The Government today is really in a fix whether to promote growth 

and thereby render justice to the people of this country or to concentrate on 

inflationary forces. In my view, there has to be a golden trade off between 

inflation and growth. You cannot have growth without allowing for inflation and 

you cannot control inflation without promoting economic growth. The hon. 

Finance Minister was kind enough to realise the fact that the credit has been a 

constraint in the economic activities of agriculture, small-scale industry, export, 

import, etc. and he has announced a liberal policy of agricultural credit to the 

extent of Rs. 1,05,000 crore. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please conclude. 

PROF. M. RAMADASS : I am giving economic factors. You should not disturb 

me like this. Give me three more minutes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is a constraint of time. Please conclude quickly. 



PROF. M. RAMADASS : So, this year, Rs. 92,443 crore have actually been 

disbursed so far as non-food credit against the last year's disbursal of Rs. 41,034 

crore. The total flow of resources from banks and financial institutions to the 

commercial sector has touched a level of Rs. 1,08,051 crore and the limit of 

advances given to the priority sector has been enhanced to the extent of 40 per 

cent. All these activities are expansionary in nature, which increased the liquidity 

in the economy, and thereby the purchasing power of the people and, therefore, 

the demand management becomes difficult for the Government from a macro 

level perspective. 

 Therefore, these four factors have to be attacked somehow or the other 

and we should realise that we are now in the stage of initiating inflation and 

unless it is curbed, it may endanger the Indian economy. 

The Government has responded very well to this situation. As soon as the 

prices of petroleum products rose, the Finance Minister was kind enough to give 

a dole of Rs. 3,500 crore.  First of all, he reduced the base import duty by 10 per 

cent on edible oil.  The duty on steel has been reduced and the customs duties 

on petroleum products have also been reduced, all these to the extent of 

Rs.3,500 crore.  This was an immediate response. 

 The UPA Agenda, that is, the National Common Minimum Programme, 

says that this is a responsible and responsive administration. Therefore, as soon 

as the prices went up, the Finance Minister pushed himself and then responded 

to this.  No other Government in this country has done it.  But at the same time, 

let there be no complacency on the part of the Government also.  We should be 

able to think of some important measures also. 

 I would feel that now the villain of peace is the prices of petroleum 

products. There is no reason to argue whether it affects the common man or not, 

but it becomes an input in many of the commodities that are produced in the 

country and therefore, their prices have to be slashed.   

There are only four options before the Government as far as petroleum 

products are concerned. One is a cut in the customs duty.  Second is, the oil 

companies will have to bear a part of the burden.  I understand that the hon. 
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Finance Minister and the hon. Minister of Petroleum may not agree on these 

measures because of their constraints.  The third option is that you will have to 

persuade the State Governments to reduce the sales tax.  I see a possibility in 

this because after the Finance Commission grants, the Planning Commission 

grants and now the State Governments are also claiming a share in the service 

tax revenue, we should be in a position to persude to the State Government to 

reduce sales tax.  

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please conclude now. 

PROF. M. RAMADASS : I will take only one minute, Sir. 

 If the State Governments are craving for a share in the service tax, they 

should be able to help the Government of India at the present juncture by 

reducing the sales tax on petroleum products to some extent.  If these three 

options are not available the Government should be able to think of the  fourth 

alternative.  The fourth alternative being that we should be able to allow Indian 

currency to appreciate in the international market. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. M. Jagannath to speak now. 

PROF. M. RAMADASS : When the dollar rate is coming down, then that is one of 

the best options that is available to us.  If you are able to fix a rate of Rs.40 per 

dollar, we would be able to slash the import bill by ten per cent.  The import bill 

an be reduced to the original level of  19 billion dollars.     

MR. CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record now. 

(Interruptions) *  

* Not Recorded. 

 

 

 

DR. M. JAGANNATH (NAGAR KURNOOL): Respected Chairman Sir, I thank 

you very much for giving me this opportunity to participate in the debate on price 

rise in petroleum products under Rule 193. The recent hike in petroleum products 

like petrol, diesel and LPG is most unfortunate and unwarranted at this juncture.  

It will cause a lot of burden on the common man. 



The Congress had been criticising the previous NDA Government 

whenever there had been a marginal hike keeping in view the international 

market.  What do they have to say now?  But at that time, it was not coming to 

their mind.  I totally agree with Shri K.S. Rao, that at least he has accepted that it 

is internationally related and every Government, whichever party is ruling, has to 

take that step.  Referring to Left, he says, they will always be opposing.  It is 

because they do not have any chance of coming to power and taking care of 

these things.  That is why, on whichever side they are, they will always be 

opposing. 

 The Congress had promised during the election that they would not 

increase the prices of petrol, diesel and LPG.   What have they done now?  

Within a period of six months after coming to power, they have increased the 

prices of petrol, diesel and LPG three times.  It is a gift to the country by the UPA 

Government because they have been voted to power. 

 Contrary to their promise, the Economic Survey, which they have 

presented, stated that the growth rate would be seven to eight per cent and 

would give us strong results in terms of poverty reduction and increase in 

employment.  After the first Budget of the UPA Government, we find that the 

inflation has crossed eight per cent. 

The NDA had touched the growth rate of 8 per cent, but now the UPA has 

taken the inflation to that digit.  This situation should change to help the poor 

people.  When Dr. Manmohan Singh - an economist - became the Prime 

Minister, the people of the country were expecting him to be pro-poor, but we find 

that due to rise in prices of essential commodities, people are suffering.  It is felt 

that, sharp rise in the prices of petroleum, diesel and LPG - though it was direct 

on the vehicular traffic - has got a long-lasting and indirect effect on the common 

man.  It does not only affect the vehicular traffic.  It will indirectly affect the prices 

at the places where the essential commodities will be transported.  Now, you will 

see that the rate of inflation is more than 8 per cent, which is affecting essential 

commodities like sugar etc.   
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Mr. K.S. Rao said that price rise has not affected the common man; it has 

affected only the poor people.  I would like to put a question to Mr. K.S. Rao.  

Who are the people who travel by the Government transport, namely, 

Government buses and diesel-hauled trains?  Sir, tamarind - I do not know how it 

is used in other parts of the country -is one which is used by the poorest of the 

poor to make curry with chilly called Pachi Pulessi.  That is a poor man's item.  

Now, tamarind is sold in Andhra Pradesh at Rs. 70 per kilogram, which was to be 

sold at Rs. 30 or Rs. 40 per kilogram.  It is all because of this inflation, and 

because of price rise which have indirectly made the transporters to increase 

their prices.  All sections of the people are suffering.  There is speculation also.  

Due to that, there is price-rise in the wholesale market, and the increase is going 

on. 

 Sir, democratic policies respond to the demand of the people.  Still, 26 per 

cent of the people are below the poverty line, and all the Governments are trying 

to bring them above BPL.  Unless the Government has a policy to cater to the 

needs of such people, and if the policies are taken like this - hiking of prices are 

very much affecting the common man - they are not going to get their objectives 

fulfilled.  Mr. K.S. Rao has rightly said that the increased growth would provide 

increased revenue, which can be used for increasing the social expenditure.  

That is not a part of this subject.. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Please address the Chair. 

DR. M. JAGANNATH : I am addressing the Chair, Sir.  I am not addressing 

anybody else.. (Interruptions) 

 He said that the present Government of Andhra Pradesh has conceived 

projects costing Rs. 46,000 crore.  He said that no steps had been taken by the 

previous Government.  I give one example.  Jurala Project is the first Project of 

the Krishna River in Andhra Pradesh after Karnataka.  Congress have spent only 

Rs.30 crore during 20 years, whereas during Telugu Desam Government, under 

the Chief Ministership of Mr. Chandrababu Naidu, more than Rs. 565 crore were 

spent.  Likewise, they are proposing to have Rs. 46,000 crore.  They said, they 

will be getting Rs. 10,000 crore through AIBP.  I would like to ask, through you, 



the Finance Minister as to what is the total Budget of AIBP.  Will it be giving 

finance to the Projects which they are going to start now (Interruptions) If  they 

are taking pro-farmer issues and pro-farmer steps.  What made the farmers to 

commit suicides?  More than 2000 farmers have committed suicides in Andhra 

Pradesh.  The respected Prime Minister also came to Andhra Pradesh twice.  He 

had promised that every care would be taken to protect the farmers interests that 

the Government had already started a Helpline Project.  They said that every 

farmer, who is going to die, will be helped, if he comes through the Helpline 

Project.  

 Now, the help line project has become the death line project for them.  

Nobody is caring about the help line project now.  Though 2,200 farmers have 

committed suicide, not even hundred farmers have been given any relief, and 

only a few farmers have been given relief.   

 Under these circumstances, I, on behalf of Telugu Desam Party and on 

my own behalf, demand the Government to roll back all the prices to the previous 

status.  All the prices which have been increased have to be rolled back to the 

previous level immediately. 
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SHRI DUSHYANT SINGH (JHALAWAR): Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to thank 

you for giving me an opportunity to participate in the discussion on price rise 

under rule 193, which has been raised by Shri Basu Deb Acharia and Shri Ramji 

Lal Suman.   

 I must say that when the UPA Government came to power, there is a lot of 

faith on the two economic maestros, two eminent economists within the UPA 

Government.  One is our hon. Prime Minister and the other is our hon. Finance 

Minister.  People have got a lot of faith on both of you.   

 Everyone mentioned here that price rise is thanks to oil price rise but there 

are other factors which we also need to look at.  You have put eight per cent 

service tax on 64 items.  You have put two per cent overall education cess.  The 

steel prices have been hiked.  The housing interest rate has also been hiked.  It 

comes out to the bottom level.  It comes out to the consumer.  The consumer 

gets affected.  The rise in prices of essential commodities is pinching the    

    .  You had mentioned in your Budget speech, "                              "  

I mention to you, Sir, that it is the common people who are facing several 

hardships. 

 Sir, while introducing your Common Minimum Programme, you have said 

that the UPA Government would be working for the welfare of the farmers, for the 

agriculturists, for the labourers, for the weavers, for the workers, and for the 

weaker sections of the society.  You have aimed to ensure the economic growth 

at seven to eight per cent per year.  I must commend the previous Government 

headed by Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee.  During his tenure as the Prime Minister, 

there was inflation but it was maintained between 4 and 4.5 per cent, unlike you 

have it in your Government.  It has now gone up to eight per cent.  It is affecting 

the common man, and the common man is getting affected on day-to-day basis.  

The common man cannot purchase vegetables.  The purchase rates have gone 

up.  The essential commodities like fruits, edible oil and other things have been 

severely affected within the country.  It also hit your Employment Guarantee 

Programme.  You have said that you would give hundred days employment 



under this Programme.  When you give someone employment and increase the 

rates of your products, you are affecting the wages of the person.  As you 

mentioned right now in the House, the wages have also not been given to the 

optimum level as you have planned.  The daily wagers are finding it difficult to 

manage a square meal.  So, we need to look at an avenue, to work together in a 

combined way, to work for a common purpose for the country.   

 We should also look at the salaried persons.  The salaried persons and 

the people at home are also cutting down on their essential goods and 

commodities which they were used to during the NDA Government. 

 Sir, you have promised in your manifesto that when you come to power, 

you would work for the common man.  I do not think, Sir, you have worked on 

that framework. 

 Now coming to the main framework of today's debate, we had increased 

the crude oil prices. So, we had the trickle effect. I must say we do have a lot of 

reserves within India. I belong to the State of Rajasthan. I request the hon. 

Minister of Petroleum to give us the opportunity to select a refinery centre in my 

State, Rajasthan, so that we can produce world-class oil and reduce the bottom 

line of the price level, and we can have a better way of living out here.  I must say 

it has affected the farmers even individually. The prices of products have gone 

up. The prices of urea have gone up. It has affected the farmers all over the 

country. The prices of LPG, CNG and kerosene have also gone up and it has a 

zooming effect on the people of India.  

     त        :                   -          और                               

        ,                         इ                
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        त       :                                                 .(      )  I would 

say that the RBI had a yearly review, and they have clearly mentioned that there 

is a tremendous increase in inflation rate from 4.6 per cent to 8.4 per cent. It is 

shocking that it has increased within the six month's period. I must also say that 

there is an increase in the diesel prices by Rs.7. So, the bottom line level of the 

farmer, the        ,           has really been affected.  

 I would end by saying about your partners. When they came to power in 

West Bengal, West Bengal was number three in industrialisation. Now, when 

they have held power for 27 years, it is ranking 16th. You know how well they are 

doing in other parts of the country. But they are meddling with our State of 

Rajasthan. First, they should get their State organised. I must say we must work 

together in tandem to make this country a successful place.  

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please conclude. 

SHRI DUSHYANT SINGH : My submission to the hon. Finance Minister would be 

to work with the RBI, with the Planning Commission and with the FIIs which are 

coming.  You ask your allies to get foreign members here to teach us, to mould 

us, to create a niche for us wherever we are good at, make our country so 

powerful and not criticise each other like                      We must improve 

and make our India a promising place. But I must say that you have not given us 

what you have promised. . (Interruptions)  
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SHRI S. MALLIKARJUNAIAH (TUMKUR): *Hon. Chairman Sir, you are ringing 

the bell again and again due to paucity of time. Therefore, I do not want to go into 

the details of the steep increase in prices of essential commodities. The PDS has 

collapsed in the country completely. The poor people are not getting any food 

grains in the black market.  

 Sir, a central team is visiting Karnataka to study the drought situation in 

the State. As you are aware the State is reeling under severe drought condition 

for the last four years. Therefore my request is that the Central team should give 

its report at the earliest such that the poor people can get some help. I hope the 

hon. Finance Minister will be magnanimous in considering the difficulties of the 

people of Karnataka and to provide immediate relief. *  

Sir, I request that you may kindly accept my written statement which may go as 

part of the record. Thank you.  

MR. CHAIRMAN:   But you have already spoken. 

Now Shri S.K. Kharventhan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*---------* English translation of the speech originally delivered in Kannada. 

 

 

 

SHRI S.K. KHARVENTHAN (PALANI): Thank you, Mr. Chairman for giving me 

this opportunity to participate in this discussion. Our friends sitting in the opposite 



camp have vehemently opposed this Government for this price rise and inflation. 

Actually, they came to power in 1996 for 13 days, in 1998 for 13 months and in 

1999 for four-and-a-half years.  

THE MINISTER OF PETROLEUM AND  NATURAL GAS AND MINISTER OF 

PANCHAYATI RAJ (SHRI MANI SHANKAR AIYAR): And finished on 13th May.  

SHRI S.K. KHARVENTHAN : Yes, before their death in September in 2004  they 

committed suicide in April  2004 itself.  

 Sir, who is responsible for the price rise? The previous Government 

developed corruption from village level to public sector undertakings. I want to 

mention particularly one thing. When they came to power, the price of kerosene 

was Rs. 3 a litre. Then they fixed it at Rs. 9 a litre. I want to know whether the 

poor people are able to get it at Rs. 9 a litre or not. The direction from the 

Government of India to all the public distribution shops was that they should sell 

blue kerosene at Rs. 9 a litre. What were they doing? They were making it white 

by putting a powder and selling it outside for Rs. 20 a litre and the poor people 

were not able to get it. This was the success of the previous Government.   

 The public sector undertakings were sold out for meagre money. Not only 

that, in Tamil Nadu, in the year 1989, free electricity was introduced by our 

former Chief Minister Dr. Kalaignar Karunanidhi. The previous NDA Government 

introduced amendments in the Electricity Act and the Electricity Regulatory 

Authority was appointed. Then, this free power was cancelled in the State even 

for poor farmers and restored after 13.5.04 results. This was the achievement of 

the previous Government.  



 They have forgotten one more thing. Five years back in some of the 

States, people have given power to that Party. Then people were not able to get 

even one onion. People were forced to purchase onions from outside. They are 

now saying about price rise.  

 Because of the faults of the previous Government only, we are now 

suffering this price rise and inflation. Our hon. Ministers, particularly hon. Minister 

of Finance Shri P. Chidambaram and the hon. Minister of Petroleum and Natural 

Gas Shri Mani Shankar Aiyar have taken effective steps to control the price hike 

and inflation.  

 I want to mention certain steps taken by them. Particularly on June 15, 

2004, this Government reduced excise duties on selected petroleum products to 

keep the domestic retail prices under check. In the face of rising international 

prices of oil, excise duty on petrol was reduced from 30 per cent to 26 per cent. 

Like that, they have taken all the steps necessary to reduce the price. Also, this 

Government and our Ministers are working on the line to really reduce the price 

and safeguard the interest of the public. 
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SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM : Mr. Chairman, Sir, I am grateful to nearly 30 hon. 

Members who have participated in this debate which has ranged for about four-

and-a-half hours. I am especially grateful to the 23 hon. Members who do the 

honour of listening to my reply. 

 Sir, I think memories are short.  Memories are not only short; memories 

fail Members more often than they should. An hon. Member started by saying 

that we have destroyed the economy in the last six months.  I do not know from 

where he gets his figures. 

 Presumably from the publication of his own party.  For the period April-

October, compared to the period April-October, 2003, crude oil production has 

increased by 3.6 per cent against minus 0.9 per cent; petroleum products by  7.2 

per cent against 5.2 per cent;  coal by  7.3 per cent against 3.2 per cent, 

electricity by 7.3 per cent against 2.9 per cent; and cement by  6 per cent against 

5.7 per cent.  . (Interruptions) 

Shri Mahtab, I did not interrupt you.  Please listen to me.  Maybe you will 

get some facts which you did not know. . (Interruptions) Just a moment.  . 

(Interruptions) You have given your figures and I am giving my figures.   Let us 

see who is right.  . (Interruptions) 

SHRI B. MAHTAB :  The question was: Where did I get the figures . 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM:  I am not yielding in his favour. . (Interruptions) He has 

given his figures, I am giving my figures.  Let Members draw their own 

conclusion.   

 Except in the case of steel, every other core sector has grown at a higher 

rate in the current fiscal than in the corresponding period of the previous fiscal.  

The annual growth rate of all core and infrastructure industries in April-October, 

2004 is 5.9 per cent against 5.4 per cent in the corresponding period last year.  

This 5.9 per cent  is not only higher than the corresponding growth in the period 

last year, it is higher than the 5.4 per cent growth in the whole of last year, it is 

higher than the 5.6 per cent growth in the whole of 2002-03. 
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 The Sensex today is over 6,300, that is, 6,304.  The rupee is stronger after 

a long gap, it has breached 44.  It was at 43.92.  Bank credit on 12th November, 

2004 increased by 30.5 per cent.  Non-food credit increased by 31.2 per cent.  

FII investment in the current year is over eight billion dollars, a record for any 

year. The total foreign exchange reserves stand at 127 billion dollars, the highest 

ever achieved.  In fact, if prices had not increased, there would be nothing for 

you to attack the Government.  In every sector, in the current fiscal, in the 

calendar year, the record is an impressive record - a record of growth, a record of 

stability and a record of promise.  There is a problem with inflation.  . 

(Interruptions) If you are patient, you will get the answers.  You must be patient 

please.  You are impatient in one minute. . (Interruptions) I do not mind. I can 

speak in one minute and close, if you want.  . (Interruptions)  He is not anxious to 

hear. What am I to do? . . (Interruptions) There is a problem of inflation.  What is 

inflation? I hope you heard Prof. Ramadass.  We are talking about relative prices.  

Inflation is about relative prices.  If the price of a particular commodity last year 

was at a certain level and if the price of that commodity this year is at a higher 

level, that is measured as `point-to-point inflation'.   

MR. CHAIRMAN : Just a minute, Hon.  Minister.  

Hon. Members, shall we extend the time of the House till the hon. Finance 

Minister completes his speech? 

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: Yes, Sir.  

MR. CHAIRMAN: So, the time of the House is extended till the hon. Minister 

completes his speech. 



SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I shall complete my speech by 7.15 p.m.  

We are talking about relative prices.  There are three main reasons why 

prices have behaved in a manner in which they are behaving in the current year. 
19.00 hrs. 
 But as I said, memories are rather short. It was claimed, and the last hon. 

Member, I think, said that never before and certainly not in the NDA regime, it 

had touched this height. Let me give you some figures.  I am only talking about 

weekly point-to-point  inflation above seven per cent.  If I took above six per cent, 

the picture will be far worse.  I am only looking at weeks where weekly point-to-

point inflation was above seven per cent.  In the year 1998-99, the first year of 

the NDA Government, between 3rd of July and 24th of July,  the point-to-point 

WPI inflation crossed seven per cent for four weeks.  Then again, between  23rd 

October and  4th December, for seven consecutive weeks, the point-to-point 

inflation was over seven per cent.  In the year 2000-01, when the NDA 

Government was in full flow and India was beginning to shine, for 22 weeks, for 

22 uninterrupted weeks, inflation was above seven per cent.  It touched 8.8 per 

cent in the week ending 15th of January, 2001. It remained at 8.7 per cent for two 

weeks thereafter. It again went up to 8.8 per cent in the week ending 12th 

February, 2001. When the NDA Government's term was coming to an end, the 

week ending 11th December, 2003 - and I will give you the figures, I am reading 

the weekly figures. (Interruptions) 

               न  :             ,                        र    र                    

                                              ,                          र   ?     

   ,                                                                       र      

     र  र      र      र     , इ    र            .(      )   

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: You talked about Indira Gandhi, Rajiv Gandhi. 

(Interruptions) 
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     त         :                           र        

. (Interruptions) 

SHRI K.S. RAO : What is the harm in giving statistics?. (Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Just a minute.  You all spoke about the last 20 years.  

I am speaking about the last 20 months. (Interruptions) 

 Sir, beginning the week, in October and November, 2003, the weekly 

point-to-point inflation consistently rose up to 19th February, 2004.  Then, it 

dipped for a while.  Then again, in the current fiscal  -- and I will give you the 

figurers of the current fiscal - every week, it was 4.5; 4.6; 4.7; 4.3; 4.6; 4.6; 5.0; 

5.2; 5.6; 6.7 when the new Government assumed office. 

 Now, there are reasons, and the point is that we must understand why this 

is happening and what is the way to control it.  There is no point blaming  and 

saying that the UPA Government has come and destroyed the economy.  The 

economy is far from destroyed.  The economy is strong.  The economy is 

growing.   Inflation is a problem.  The Prime Minister recognises it.  I recognise 

that.  And, I will now tell you why this is happening, and what we will do. 

 The first reason and the most important reason is the petroleum prices.  

This is entirely beyond our control and that everybody has accepted.  Seventy 

per cent of our crude oil requirements are imported, and everybody concedes it, 

and that is why the bulk of this debate was not on price increase but on 

petroleum induced price increase. All of us recognise that it is petroleum.  If you 

look at the figures. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN:  Santosh Gangwarji,  let the hon. Minister reply.  Please do not 

interrupt.  This is not fair. 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM:  The average price of crude in 2003-04. (Interruptions) 

 Please allow me to speak. I am not yielding. I am not going to respond to 

you. (Interruptions)  Will you please allow me to speak?. (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN:  Nothing will go on record except the speech of the hon. 

Minister. 

(Interruptions) *  



SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM:   Sir,  the average price of crude in 2003-04 was 27 

dollar and 96 cent per barrel. 

The average price in 2004-05 so far is 37 dollars and 60 cents a barrel, an 

increase of 10 dollars a barrel which means, upon 27.96, it is almost an increase 

of 40 per cent over last year's price. If this year's price is higher than last year's 

price, as I explained a little while ago, since inflation means relative prices, the 

point to point inflation will indeed be high until petroleum prices come down to 

last year's price. . (Interruptions) Sir, you have to protect me. The hon. Member 

cannot interrupt me like this. . (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN : No. This is not fair. Please take your seat. 

. (Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: No. I am not going to respond to you. . (Interruptions) 

     त        :               र                                                 

  

(Interruptions)* 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: No. I am not going to respond to you. . (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Nothing will go on record except the hon. Minister's reply. 

(Interruptions)* 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: No. I am not going to respond to you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Take your seat please. Nothing is going on record. No. This is 

not fair. 

(Interruptions) * 

* Not Recorded 
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SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I did not say that. I said that this was the first reason. 

Please listen to me, Shri Swain. I said that I would give you the reasons. The first 

reason is petroleum prices. I said that this was the first reason. Please wait and 

listen to me carefully. You are a young man. . (Interruptions) 

 On the 1st April 2004, the Indian basket of crude was 32 dollars a barrel. 

On the 24th of May, it was 33 dollars a barrel. It touched 40 dollars a barrel. 40 

dollars a barrel upon 32 dollars represents an increase of 25 per cent. Again 

when you measure inflation as relative prices, point to point inflation, it will be 

reflected in the WPI for all commodities. The international prices of crude oil 

mainly Brent, for example, went up to 51 dollars 40 cents. And on some days, 

you will remember that it went up to 56 dollars a barrel. There is no way in which 

we can insulate Indian prices from international prices unless - mark this 'unless' 

- the entire price increase is absorbed by the oil marketing companies or the 

exchequer and the price increase is not transmitted to retail prices.  

 We can argue about  that. We can argue whether that should be done or 

not. In fact, the hon. Member from Maharashtra said that between 1995 and 

1999, their Government decided that 'come what may, the prices of ten essential 

commodities will be maintained and other programmes of the Government may 

take a hit, but they would maintain prices'. Now, what happened in 1999? Why 

was that Government defeated?  

 The point is that the international prices will get transmitted to retail prices. 

As I said, unless the State decided 'we will not transmit it to retail prices; we will 

absorb the entire burden - either the exchequer takes the burden or the oil 

companies take the burden'. What have we done here?  

 You heard the Minister of Petroleum speak in the Rajya Sabha yesterday. 

It has been reported in the papers. The bulk of the burden has been taken by the 

oil companies. A burden of something like Rs.20,000 crore will be, in this year, 

absorbed by the oil companies. The exchequer has already taken a burden of 

Rs.4,400 crore by cutting customs duties and excise duties. The remaining 

burden has indeed been passed on to the people. I am not happy about it. 

Nobody is happy to increase the petroleum prices or diesel prices or LPG prices. 



KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : What is the remedy? 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I am coming to that. Let me first describe the problem 

so that we understand the problem.  

 So, what we have done is this. There are three stakeholders. One is the 

oil marketing companies. According to me, they have taken a large part of the 

burden. The second is the exchequer. The exchequer has already taken a 

substantial part of the burden. The remaining part of the burden has been passed 

on to the people, for which I am deeply sorry. But this is something over which 

we cannot have any control unless international prices of crude oil moderates.  

Now, let me tell you what we have done as far as exchequer is concerned.  

The NDA Government left us the following customs duties.  Nobody is blaming 

them.  That is the custom duty that we inherited.  For motor spirit it was 20 per 

cent and we brought it down to 15 per cent.  For diesel it was 20 per cent and we 

brought it down to 15 per cent.  For LPG it was 10 per cent and we brought it 

down to five per cent.  For kerosene it was 10 per cent and we brought it down to 

five per cent.   

When we assumed the Office the excise duty for motor spirit was 30 per 

cent and it was brought down by us first to 26 per cent and then to 23 per cent.  

Similarly, for diesel it was 14 per cent and we brought it down to 11 per cent and 

then to eight per cent.  For LPG it was 16 per cent and we brought it down to 

eight per cent.  For kerosene it was 16 per cent and we brought it down to 12 per 

cent.   

By these cuts in the excise duty and customs duty, the exchequer has 

already taken a hit of about Rs.4,400 crore.  The question is, can we afford to 

take a larger hit.  If we take a larger hit, what happens to other programmes that 

we have to fund?  The Food for Work Programme, which has been started in 150 

districts, is costing us Rs.2020 crore.  Allotment for the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan 

has been doubled this year.  If we want to maintain prices and not pass on any of 

this, take more hits, we can do that but some other programme will suffer. 

 As Prof. Ramadass has said, we have to balance between the investment 

necessary for growth and putting up with the burden of inflation for sometime 
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until international prices of petroleum moderate, in which event some of these 

prices will indeed get rolled back.  So, the first reason is, crude prices are entirely 

beyond our control.  We have done our best.  I have not heard any suggestion.. 

(Interruptions) 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : Sir, we are not happy with this answer because 

the Minister is justifying the price hike.  Government cannot give any protection to 

the people.  It is very unfortunate.  We are walking out in protest. 

 
19.12 hrs.  

(At this stage, Kumari Mamata Banerjee and some other 
hon. Members left the House.) 

 

                त (       ) :             ,                     र               

 र                           र      ? .(      )   

     त          (     ) :             ,               र         र      र           

         इ                        र       

 
  19.13  hrs. 

  (Shri Santosh Gangwar and some other Hon. Members then left the House) 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Nothing will go on record except the Minister's reply. 

(Interruptions) * 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU (SRIKAKULAM): Chairman, Sir, we request 

the hon. Finance Minister. (Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Are you staying back or walking out?  I want you to 

stay back.  Please stay back. 

* Not Recorded 

 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Sir, the Minister need not explain all these 

things. 



SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Why?  I have heard them for four-and-a-half hours.  

Should I not explain the Government's case?  You have come just now.  What 

am I here for if I do not explain the Government's case ?  My duty is to explain 

the Government's case. 

AN HON. MEMBER: He wants to go out along with the BJP.. (Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I know Shri Yerrannaidu will remain in the House.  I 

have heard them for four-and-a-half hours.  Bear with me for ten minutes. 

 Therefore, the first reason is, this is really petro-flation.  This is imported 

inflation caused by high crude price.  I think crude prices will moderate.  There 

are indications that they are moderating.  As they moderate, you will find that 

WPI will also moderate. 

 What did the NDA Government do when prices went up in the past?  I am 

only talking about crude prices.  Yesterday, my colleague, the Minister of 

Petroleum gave out these figures.  During the NDA regime the international 

petrol prices went up by 63 per cent and retail prices were increased by 93 per 

cent.  During the UPA Government regime, from December to June, the 

international prices of petrol went up by 15 per cent and we have increased it by 

only six per cent.  From June to today the international prices went up by 22 per 

cent and we have increased it only by nine per cent.  The remaining burden has 

been borne by the oil companies and the exchequer.  That is the point I am trying 

to say.  We have not passed on the entire increase in international prices to the 

retail customers.  With regard to diesel, during NDA regime the international 

prices went up by 31 per cent and retail prices were increased by 197 per cent. 

 What are they talking about? . (Interruptions) Shri Yerrannaidu, you have 

come at the fag end of the debate . (Interruptions) You were not here during the 

four and a half long debate . (Interruptions) 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : If the previous NDA Government increased 

the prices, does it mean that this Government would also increase the prices?. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: You were not there during the debate and you do not 

know what the debate was all about. (Interruptions) 
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SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Sir, nowhere in the world has ever any 

Government increased the prices of petrol by Rs. 5.50, of diesel by Rs. 4.92 and 

that of LPG cylinder by Rs. 40 within a span of just six months. (Interruptions) 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Sir, he has come at the fag end of the day and now he 

wants to have his say. (Interruptions) 

SHRI KINJARAPU YERRANNAIDU : Sir, this Government is anti-farmers and 

anti-poor and, therefore, in protest, my party also is walking out. (Interruptions) 

 
19.16 hrs.  

(At this stage, Shri Kinjarapu Yerrainnaidu and some other 
hon. Members left the House.) 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN :  Nothing, except what the hon. Minister is saying, would go on 

record.  

(Interruptions) *  

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Sir, the second reason for increase in prices is 

commodity prices. Today, there is a great demand for certain commodities. Steel, 

coal, metals - international demand for these commodities has increased very 

sharply, especially because China is growing at an extremely fast pace there is a 

demand for these commodities in China. In  India also, the manufacturing sector, 

is growing by 7.9 to 8.0 per cent, and the demand for these commodities has 

increased sharply. As demand for these commodities increase and international 

prices increase, domestic prices will also increase. Unless we impose price 

control,  

* Not Recorded 

 

unless we impose statutory price control, with increase in international prices, 

domestic prices will also increase because imports are no longer a restraining 

factor.  

 So, the second reason why there is inflation is the rise in international 

commodity prices spurred by higher demand. The higher demand is coming not 



only from China but from India as well as per the figures. Credit has expanded. 

Non-food credit has expanded; agricultural credit has expanded and all these 

mean investment is taking place. There is a demand for these commodities. It will 

stimulate growth and that growth will bring, as Prof. Ramdoss said, some 

measure of inflation, and  if crude oil prices were relatively stable would not have 

caused us  this problem.  

 Sir, let me give one figure which is a telling way to explain this. Inflation is 

made up of three broad segments. One is, primary articles, the other is fuel 

power light lubricants and the third is the manufactured products. Let me now 

compare the period April to November 15. Primary articles this year contributed 

14.4 per cent to inflation. Last year, they contributed 14.5 per cent to inflation. 

Manufactured products this year has contributed 46.1 per cent to inflation. Last 

year, they contributed 61.7 per cent to inflation. So, if the third segment had 

remained more or less constant, then inflation this year would have been lower 

than last year. Unfortunately for us, because fuel power light lubricant segment is 

behaving irrationally, thanks to international prices, the contribution from this 

segment this year is 39.8 per cent compared to last year's contribution of 23.6 

per cent.  

 Sir, we are, in fact, a victim of international prices. If only this segment, the 

fuel power light lubricants segment, had behaved in the same manner this year 

as last year, believe me, point to point inflation this year would have been lower 

than last year. I still maintain, once international prices moderate, the hon. 

Members would find that inflation would moderate in this country as it happened 

in 1998- 99 and again in 2000-01.  

 Sir, things are not so bad as people are trying to make out. It is bad. I am 

unhappy about it. But I think, this is just a stroke of bad luck that when everything 

is going well, international prices of crude oil have created this extremely difficult 

problem for us. But after the point to point inflation peaked at 8.7 per cent in the 

week ending 28th August, let us look at what happened thereafter. On 28th of 

August, it touched 8.7 per cent. In the succeeding weeks it was 8.2 per cent, 8.2 



per cent, 7.9 per cent, 7.3 per cent and then it went up to 7.8 per cent and has 

now come down to 7.3 per cent.  

As of tomorrow, that is for  the week ending two weeks ago, the point to 

point inflation  declined again marginally from 7.34 per cent to 7.3 per cent. I am 

confident that if international prices of crude do not rise further with a good North-

East monsoon, with the Rabi crop coming,  I am confident that we would be able 

to gain mastery over WPI point to point inflation. But I am keeping my fingers 

crossed about the petroleum prices. 

 The third reason, a reason which I am going to try to explain - although it 

is a trifle  difficult to explain - is the very short-sighted liquidity management by 

the previous Government. Everybody thinks that when foreign exchange comes 

to this country, that is good. I agree. It is good in itself. But it causes problems. 

When foreign exchange comes into this country, it contributes to liquidity. Unless 

the liquidity is managed well,  an abundance of liquidity will give a push to 

inflation. This is precisely what happened last year. 

 Let me deal with this very briefly. I will tell you some measures that we can 

take. For example, as far as foreign exchange is concerned, in end  March 2003, 

we had a foreign exchange reserve of $ 75 billion. In end March, 2004, it rose to 

$ 111 billion. $ 36 billion came in as foreign exchange. That is good by itself. But 

it pushed up  M-3. The broad money supply was pushed up sharply to 16.6 per 

cent as against 14 per cent which is the target. The excess liquidity, when it 

enters the market, unless production expands, output expands to match this 

liquidity, prices will rise. This is one of the reasons why we have to be extremely 

careful in managing the inflow of foreign exchange. We are no longer in a 

situation of 1991 when we had to manage it with very great difficulty. Virtually, 

there was no foreign exchange. A billion dollars were there. In 1991, we were 

faced with one kind of  problem. Dr. Manmohan Singh tackled that problem 

effectively. In 2004, we are confronted with a very different kind of problem. We 

cannot apply the medicines of 1991 to 2004. We have to manage this liquidity. 

We are managing liquidity. We are trying to keep M-3 to 14 per cent. If I succeed 
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for the remainder of the year to keep M-3 at 14 per cent, you will find that 

liquidity-induced inflation is moderated over the next four or five months. 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Today, is the M-3 at 14 or 16 per cent? 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Last year, it was 16.6 per cent. Today, we are 

targeting it at 14. We are confident that we will keep it at 14 per cent. Today, it is 

about 14 per cent. We are trying to manage the liquidity. These are the three 

main reasons why inflation was on a rising trend. As we assumed the 

Government, the inflation was on a rising trend. It got accentuated because of 

the petroleum prices. It is now beginning to moderate because the international 

prices are moderating. It  moderated because we have cut some  customs duties 

and  excise duties. We have done something in edible oil, we have done  

something in steel. I am not taking the time of the House on that. It is moderating 

because we are managing liquidity. 

 One other reason which has caused this inflation is really inflationary 

expectations. In the last ten years, in three years, we had deficient rainfall. These 

were in 1995-96, in 2000-01 and in the current year. The behaviour of prices is 

exactly the same in these three years. In 1994-95, foodgrains production 

declined from 191.5 million tonnes to 180.4 million tonnes. Similarly, in 2000-01, 

foodgrains production declined from 209.8 million tonnes to 199.5 million tonnes. 

This led to inflationary expectations. 

 This year, unfortunately, the first monsoon, the Southwest Monsoon, was 

deficient by 13 per cent. A 13 per cent deficiency meant that the market 

assumed, quite rightly, that there would be pressure on prices and this had also 

caused some pressure on prices. But fortunately for us, the 13 per cent 

deficiency is likely to be made up, more or less, in the second monsoon, the 

Northeast Monsoon and if the Rabi crop which is being projected turns out to be 

as good as that, you will find that much of this can be offset in the Rabi crop and 

much of these inflationary expectations would be dampened. 

 Now, what are we doing? Firstly, Sir, we are in negotiations with a number 

of countries to reduce our dependency on imported oil and gas and improve our 

own resources for oil and gas. The Petroleum Minister has made a very detailed 
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statement yesterday in the Rajya Sabha and, I am sure, when there is an 

opportunity, he will make a statement here. But this is not something that will 

happen overnight. This will happen over a period of time. But we must reduce our 

dependency on imported crude and we must find our own sources of crude as 

well as gas in order to meet our energy requirements. We are in talks with oil-

producing countries. We are talking to them to see that the Asian premium, which 

they are charging, is not being charged, that we get crude at prices at which 

other countries get. As international prices moderate and as the price of the 

Indian basket also moderates, I am sure that the first cause of inflation would be, 

more or less, taken care of. 

 Secondly, we have done as much as we can do in terms of customs 

duties and excise duties. I cannot see any scope for further reduction of duties 

before the next Budget, nor can I tell you now what I may be able to do in the 

next Budget. But I will certainly keep your suggestions in mind and to the extent 

that the exchequer can bear the burden, we will address this issue by adjusting 

some taxes although I cannot make any promise of what taxes I can adjust or to 

what extent I can adjust. 

 The third thing that we have done is with respect to managing liquidity. I 

think our management of liquidity is extremely sober and balanced today. We are 

watching liquidity very carefully. The Reserve Bank and the Government are 

working together. If we keep M3 growth within the targeted limits, you will find 

that liquidity-induced inflation is moderated. 

 Finally, I am praying - I am keeping my fingers crossed - that the Rabi 

crop should be a good crop, that we make up for the deficiency of the Khariff 

crop and if the Rabi crop makes up for the deficiency of the Khariff crop, you will 

find that WPI inflation will  moderate. 

 I am absolutely confident that the worst is over, that unless there are 

unexpected external shocks, WPI inflation would moderate. As WPI moderates, 

you will find that the CPI also moderates. Fortunately for us, the CPI of essential 

commodities is still within tolerable limits. It was 4.6 per cent for the month of 

October. It was 4.8 per cent, but it has come down to 4.6 per cent. 



 We are keeping a careful watch over essential commodities and we will 

ensure that prices of essential commodities remain within the reach of the 

common man and we will take other steps by augmenting supply, by importing 

them if necessary and by ensuring that supply bottlenecks do not develop. We 

will keep a close watch over essential commodities and ensure that the CPI 

inflation remains well within limits. 

 Government is doing its best. I am as concerned as any other hon. 

Member about inflation, but we must learn to live with some inflation because of 

international prices. I am confident that in the medium-term we will gain mastery 

over inflation and we will be able to bring down prices.  



SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Mr. Chairman, Sir, I would like to make two points. 

 One is about CPI and WPI because I referred to them in my speech and 

said that there was a wider differentiation between CPI and WPI. He has not 

explained that. 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: I will explain that. 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : The second point is, yesterday in the Rajya Sabha, 

the Petroleum Minister has elaborately stated about the plan and programme to 

enhance our crude production. Even if we increase our crude production, 

because of the import parity system, the benefit will not go to the common man. 

I would like to know whether the Government would consider reviewing 

the administered price mechanism, which was there prior to 2001-02 so that the 

Government can control the prices.  Today, the Government has no control over 

the price of petroleum products.  So, Government can control the price of 

petroleum products.  This is very important.  Even if the crude production is 

increased, the Government will have no control over the price. 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: Why there is  difference between CPI and WPI,  

difference is easily explained.  In the CPI calculation, the food group has a 

weightage of 57 per cent.  In the WPI calculation, the food group has a 

weightage of 27 per cent.  That is the WPI takes in some other items and the 

weightage for calculating the wholesale price index is a different weight, and for 

CPI the weightages are different.  Quite rightly because for the consumer, food 

represents the biggest component. 

 Now, food group inflation, as I just told you, has been moderate.  So, if 

you take the moderate food group inflation, apply the weight of 27 per cent in the 

WPI, it results only in a small contribution to the WPI.  In the  sense that it does 

not pull it down further because the weight is only 27.  In the CPI, since the 

weight is 57, that is more than half, and food group inflation has been moderate, 

the CPI inflation is much lower than the WPI inflation.  This is the reason why 

there is a difference between the CPI inflation and WPI inflation. 

 The next question is a larger policy question, and I cannot answer a 

question of that kind.  The administered price mechanism was dismantled, not 
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entirely, dismantled in a rather fragmented fashion.  It was never  fully 

dismantled.  We have moved to import parity, but we have never really fully 

implemented import parity either.  We are now in some kind of a hybrid situation 

where some prices are administered, some prices are at import parity. 

 The larger question whether we will go back to administered prices means 

that the State must then bear the entire burden of international price rises and 

not transmit it to retail prices. 

SHRI BASU DEB ACHARIA : Today, we are producing 30 per cent of our 

requirement. 

SHRI P. CHIDAMBARAM: This is a larger question.  This cannot be answered in 

a manner that "you ask and I stand up and answer here".  There are serious 

consequences for not passing on the real price effect to the retail consumer.  To 

what extent we should pass it to the retail consumer  is a matter for debate.  But 

to say that no price changes should be transmitted to the retail customer, and 

that  all price changes must be absorbed by the State or oil producing marketing 

companies raises questions, which cannot be answered in this fashion.  It 

requires deep thought and reflection. 

 

MR. CHAIRMAN : The House stands adjourned to meet tomorrow at 11 a.m. 

 
19.33 hrs. 

The Lok Sabha then adjourned till Eleven of the Clock  
on Friday, December 10, 2004/Agrahayana 19, 1926 (Saka). 

  

---------- 
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